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Nyheter
Pingvinen forfremmet til brigader

Som den tredje i rekken er en kongepingvin med tilhold i Skottland blitt
forfremmet av Hans Majestet Kongens
Garde (HMKG). Den første ble plukket
ut som maskot da Garden besøkte Edinburgh i 1972, og fikk navn etter løytnant
Nils Egelien og kong Olav V. Pingvinen
døde i 1987, og navn og rang har siden
gått i arv. I 2008 skrev VG om en ny
kongepingvin som ble oberst, og i tillegg kunne sette Sir foran navnet sitt. Nå
har en ny kongepingvin blitt forfremmet
i Skottland. Det er for å hylle det nære
sivile og militære samarbeidet mellom
Norge og Skottland, forteller presse- og
informasjonsoffiser Marthe Brendefur i
Hans Majestets Kong
ens Garde. «Den
nye» Nils Olav har fått en enda høyere
rang og har blitt beæret med tittelen brigader. Brigader David Allfrey, sjef for The
Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo er svært
fornøyd med den nye kollegaen, ifølge
BBC. — Dette er et fantastisk eksempel
på de flotte relasjonene mellom våre to
land, og det kunne ikke vært mer sjarmerende.
(Øystein David Johansen, VG)

Fant et halvt kilo gull fra Romertiden

Sent 25. august var Magnus Meistad ute
med metalldetektoren sin på et jorde i
Skaun i Trøndelag. — Plutselig fikk jeg et
massivt utslag og signal. Normalt er dette
et signal som jeg får når jeg finner en
blikkboks. Det viste seg derimot å være
noe helt annet, sier Magnus Meistad. Det
detektoren markerte var to klaser med
ringer, nesten 450 gram med gull. Mest
sannsynligvis betalingsgull fra Romerriket, år 200–400 etter Kristus. — Jeg
tenkte ingenting og det var helt uvirkelig.
Jeg kontaktet klubben og Trondheim
metallsøkerforbund med en gang, forteller Meistad. Ringene ble levert inn
til Vitenskapsmuseet 26. august. De er i
ekstase over det sensasjonelle funnet. —
Størrelsen på funnet er fantastisk. I norsk
målestokk har vi ikke noen liknende funn
fra Romertiden, som vi antar at det er fra.
Det er veldig morsomt for både finnere
og for oss. Det er virkelig unikt, forteller
Bernt Rundberget, seksjonsleder ved seksjon for arkeologi og historie ved Vitenskapsmuseet i Trondheim. Rundberget
forteller at de nå skal undersøke funnet
nærmere, både jordprøver og røntgen skal
gjennomføres. Gullet vil bli liggende på
Vitenskapsmuseet og de håper at de etter
hvert kan bruke det på en utstilling.
(Petter Moen Nilsen & Emil Johansson,
NRK)

Kongens tale godt mottatt på sosiale
medier

Hans majestets tale fra sensommerfesten
i kongeparets egen hage går nå varmt på
sosiale medier. Mange begeistrer seg for
kong Haralds tale om at nordmenn er ett
folk. «Nordmenn er jenter som er glad
i jenter. Gutter som er glad i gutter. Og
jenter og gutter som er glade i hverandre.
Nordmenn tror på Gud, Allah, alt og ingenting. Nordmenn liker Grieg, Kygo,
Hellbillies og Kari Bremnes. Nordmenn
er nordlendinger, trøndere, sørlendinger
og folk fra alle andre regioner. Nordmenn
er også innvandret fra Afghanistan, Pakistan og Polen, Sverige, Somalia og Syria.
Mine besteforeldre innvandret fra Danmark og England for 110 år siden.»

Nyheter fra Norge
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Nødnettet virker ikke ved Trolltunga
Nødetatene har ikke
dekning på en av
Norges mest populære fjellturer
Rune Christophersen
Aftenposten

29. august kveld melder politiet om nok
en redningsaksjon i området ved Trolltunga i
Odda kommune, skriver BT.no.
— Et eldre utenlandsk ektepar trenger
hjelp til å komme seg ned fra fjellet. Røde
Kors er varslet og rykker ut, skriver politiet
på Twitter.
Hittil i år har Røde Kors hatt 50 oppdrag, 21 av dem ved Trolltunga. Siden 2013
har det vært 60 Røde Kors-aksjoner ved
turistattraksjonen.
I april i år ble det satt opp basestasjoner
som sørget for mobildekning på stien til
Trolltunga. Dermed kan alle turistene legge
ut sine spektakulære feriebilder umiddelbart,
og ringe etter hjelp hvis de får problemer på
turen.
Men mens turistene kan boltre seg på
Instagram og Facebook i 4G-hastighet, har
nødetatene ikke dekning i det nye nødnettet.
Dermed må de fortsatt kommunisere med
gammeldagse VHF-radioer på oppdrag i området.
— Jeg stusser på at det ikke ble sørget
for nødnett-dekning samtidig som telefonbasestasjonen ble satt opp, sier områdeleder

Foto: Elias Dahlen / Aftenposten
Bjørn Arild Fjeldsbø i Odda Røde Kors Hjelpekorps etterlyser nødnett-dekning ved Trolltunga.

Bjørn Arild Fjeldsbø i Røde Kors Hjelpekorps.
Odda-lensmann Terje Kvalvik sier nødnett-spørsmålet har vært tatt opp flere ganger.
— Vi nærmer oss 100.000 besøkende
i sesongen, og med den enorme trafikken
som er i fjellet, er det viktig med skikkelig
dekning. Uten den blir aksjonene mye mer
tungrodde for mannskapene som er ute i fjellet, sier han.
Også Direktoratet for nødkommunikasjon (DNK), som er ansvarlig for nødnettet, er
klar over at det ikke har vært dekning ved det
populære turmålet. Nå jobber de med å finne

ut hva det vil koste å få det på plass.
— Vi ser nå på kostnader knyttet til utbygging av nødnett-dekning i området ved
Trolltunga, og vet forhåpentlig mer om status for dette området i løpet av noen uker.
Kostnaden avhenger av om man kan benytte
eksisterende infrastruktur eller ikke, sier

Se > nødnett, side 19
English Synopsis: Norway’s new emergency network
system does not work around Trolltunga. The authorities are now looking into how much it would cost to
add coverage to this popular tourist hiking destination.

7000 plasser
legges ned

Første flytende do

Anne Stine Sæther & Hege Wallenius

— Det kan være lurt å sitte å tisse, sier
ordfører i Porsgrunn Robin Kåss om det lett
gyngende toalettet.
Ordføreren klippet snoren og åpnet
Norges første flytende toalett 29. august. Det
ligger midt mellom Olavsberget og Kattøya
like utenfor Porsgrunn. Toalettet er koblet til
kommunens vann og kloakkanlegg.
— Det er bare når det er flere inne på toalettet samtidig at det gynger, så det vil ikke
være noe stort problem. Vi skal også se på
løsninger med lodd, slik at det blir mer stabilt, sier Kåss.
Kommunen har lenge ønsket en opp
gradering av det populære bade- og fiske
området. Etter at ordføreren selv fikk ideen
om et flytende toalett har det gått slag i slag.
— Vi kunne valgt løsninger med toalett
på land, men da måtte vi sprengt ut masse
fjell. Og uansett måtte vi lagt kloakk og
strøm ut hit, så det hadde også blitt kostbart.
Vi er godt fornøyd med resultatet, sier Kåss.
Totalt har de tre toalettene kostet 3,4
millioner kroner. Anlegget kan med enkle
grep flyttes til et annet område om det skulle
være ønskelig.
— Vi tror det er et stort behov her, men
om det ikke blir brukt så kan vi slepe det med
oss til et annet sted, sier ordføreren.

Et flytende toalett til
3,4 millioner kroner
UDI har bestemt seg
ble åpnet i Porsgrunn
for å legge ned rundt
29. august
7000 plasser på asylStian Wåsjø Simonsen
mottak landet rundt
NRK
VG

— Det har både kommet færre enn antatt og mange av dem som kom i fjor, er nå
blitt bosatt i en kommune eller har returnert,
sier avdelingsdirektør Christine Wilberg i
Utlendingsdirektoratet i en pressemelding.
Senere i høst vil det kunne komme en
ny runde med kutt, etter at en ny prognose
for antall asylsøkere er fastsatt. Avhengig av
antall asylsøkere og prognoser for 2017, vil
det kunne bli aktuelt å legge ned enda flere
mottak neste år, ifølge UDI.
— Det er alltid leit å måtte legge ned
mottak da det berører dyktige ansatte, mange
lokalsamfunn, voksne beboere og barn. Men
vi kan ikke forsvare økonomisk å ha en så
stor ledig kapasitet, sier Wilberg.
I bransjen har man vært forberedt på
nedleggelser av plasser fordi asyltilstrøm
ningen nærmest har stanset opp.

Se > asylmottak, side 19
English Synopsis: The Directorate of Immigration
has decided to close down about 7,000 spaces in asylum centers around the country due to lower-than-expected numbers of asylum seekers this year.

Foto: Stian Wåsjø Simsonsen / NRK
Toalettet ligger midt mellom Olavsberget og Katt
øya i Porsgrunn.

Det er entreprenøren Arne Rød AS som
har laget det flytende toalettet.
— Det er et helt unik anlegg. Det har
vært en stor utfordring å bygge et slikt toalett. Det skal være enkelt og greit å bruke
for alle, og skal være sikret mot ødeleggelser,
sier Atle Kristofferen i Arne Rød AS.
Rommet er stort, sterilt og enkelt inn
redet med toalett, vask og håndtørker. Det
er også vanntett og skal kunne spyles med
høytrykksspyler.
— Vi har naturligvis aldri laget noe slikt
før, sier Kristoffersen.
English Synopsis: On Aug. 29, Norway’s first floating restroom, costing 3.4 million kroner, opened in
Porsgrunn’s popular swimming and fishing area.
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Depression linked Expats
struggle
to gray houses

Norway is among the
worst country in terms
of making new friends

“Uniformness combined
with low light conditions
can get to you,” says
researcher at NTNU

The Local

Michael Sandelson & Sarah Bostock

gree, explains Angelo, who has 20 years of
practice as an interior architect in Norway,
specializing in color.
“Colors are never experienced alone, but

That’s the main take-away for Norway
in the InterNations Expat Insider 2016 survey, released in full on August 29.
Although the Nordic nation was named
the best country for work-life balance and
excelled in areas such as security, health,
and the environment, it was ranked just 43rd
overall in the survey comparing expats’ quality of life in 67 different countries.
Like its Nordic neighbors, it was in the
bottom ten in the category of “Ease of Settling In,” in which expats revealed how easy
they had found it to adapt to their adopted
homes. Norway was 63rd in that category,
while Sweden was 62nd and Finland 59th.
Denmark is the hardest place in the
Nordics for expats to settle in, coming in at
number 65 and ranking dead last in the subcategory of making friends with locals.

See > depression, page 5

See > Expats, page 4

The Foreigner

Kine Angelo, Assistant Professor at
Norwegian University of Science and Technology’s Department of Architectural Design, Form, and Color Studies, draws her
conclusions after having traveled the length
and breadth of Norway.
The trend of painting houses gray, thus
eviscerating any color contrasts, can make
people tired, cause headaches, and, in the
worst case, “lead to depression.”
“The eye must strain itself to detect
contrast if everything turns gray, which in
turn inhibits our basic need for color. It’s not
about aesthetics, per se,” Angelo says.
The health-affecting phenomenon is
mostly particular to the color gray. It does
not affect other monochrome color schemes
such as white, yellow, or red to the same de-

Photo: Brian Shaw / Wikimedia Commons
While gray houses like this one may be trendy,
studies show they can also lead to depression.

English school causes concerns
An Oslo school’s plan
to provide classes in
English worries the
Norwegian Language
Society
The Local
Manglerud School in Oslo is the first
state-run primary school in the nation to
teach in English. In a trial program, the
school’s 80 students in the first through
fourth grades will have all of their subjects
taught in English, with the exception of a
few hours each week that will focus on the
Norwegian language.
The English curriculum is open to
all Oslo students, giving them a new state
school option. Previously, the only Englishlanguage schools in the capital region were
the private Oslo International School and
Asker International School. At the former,
tuition is nearly 200,000 kroner per year.
While students and teachers at Manglerud are excited about the new English
teaching, the Norwegian Language Society
(Noregs Mållag) said the move is a direct
threat to Norway’s two official languages,
Bokmål and Nynorsk.
“We are seeing a gradual development

Photo: Katarina Theis-Haugan / NRK
Students at the Manglerud School will use books like this one to learn English.

toward English becoming the workplace and
school language in Norway. Most people in
Norway would agree that this is not a development that we want,” the society’s leader,
Magne Aasbrenn, told broadcaster NRK.
“If we Norwegians want to have something to build our culture upon in the future,
we can’t just let our language slip between
our fingers,” he said.
Nina Wroldsen of Oslo Municipality said
she sees no reason why Manglerud School’s
English curriculum should be viewed as an
existential threat to Norwegian. Instead, she

&

told NRK that the school is filling “a need
that hasn’t been met before.”
“It’s time to think globally. The world has
become smaller and more and more people
have an international background,” she said.
Oslo City Councilwoman Tone Tellevik
Dahl agreed.
“We want state-run schools to be the
natural choice for all parents and children in
Oslo. Since Oslo is a city with many international residents, it is very natural for us to

See > english school, page 4
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This week in brief
Hollywood studios eye Norway filming

Four locations are being considered for
places to shoot scenes for upcoming productions: Rogaland County’s Preikestolen, Folgefonna and Trolltunga in Hordaland County, and Nordland County’s Lofoten, reports Aftenposten.
Disney-owned Lucas Film’s Star
Wars and Marvel Studios’ Avengers: Infinity War are two of the films listed.
The government has established an
incentive scheme starting in 2016, which
has one application deadline each year. It
reimburses foreign film companies with
up to 25 percent of costs incurred while
in Norway.
Waters beneath the surface of the
fjords are troubled, however. The saga of
funding and foreign films is long-playing.
Critics argue that current amounts—
roughly NOK 45 million (some USD 5.4
million) are insufficient—and the bureaucracy involved is limiting.
(Michael Sandelson / The Foreigner)

Philippine peace process breakthrough

Norway hosted formal peace negotiations
between representatives of the Philippine
Government and the communist movement National Democratic Front of the
Philippines (NDFP) in Oslo two weeks
ago. These talks marked the start of formal peace negotiations under the new
Philippine Government.
On August 26, the parties signed
a historic joint declaration. They have
reached agreement on all the points on
the agenda for this round of negotiations.
They have confirmed previous agreements and renewed an agreement that
will ensure immunity and security for key
NDFP representatives so that they can
take part in the continued negotiations.
“I would like to congratulate the parties, who have shown considerable flexibility and the desire to achieve this important joint declaration. The intentions
behind the declaration, combined with
the constructive negotiation climate, will
form the basis for further peace talks,”
said Minister of Foreign Affairs Børge
Brende.
The conflict between the government
and the communist movement NDFP has
lasted for 47 years, and peace negotiations have been held intermittently for 30
years. Norway has been a facilitator for
the peace process since 2001. The last
formal round of negotiations took place
in Oslo in 2011.
(Ministry of Foreign Affairs)

More than 300 reindeer killed by
lightning

On August 26, a group of 323 dead reindeer were discovered south of the Hardangervidda plateau. It is believed that
the animals were killed by a lightning
strike.
A group of experts took samples of
the corpses on August 28. So far the Norwegian Veterinary Institute has not encountered any presence of Chronic Wasting Disease among the reindeer.
The corpses will be left where they
are, as they are located far from any tourist attractions or water sources.
With approximately 10,000 wild
reindeer, Hardangervidda is home to Norway’s largest reindeer population.
(Staff)
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< expats
From page 3

Norway did not fare much better, as the
survey declared it the second worst nation
for making friends. It was also just the 63rd
“friendliest” country for expats—the same
lowly ranking it achieved for making expats
feel welcome.
“When it comes to feeling at home in the
local culture, expats in Norway feel the strain
with 42 percent rating this factor negatively,
almost double the global average (22 percent),” InterNations wrote in a press release.
“Making new friends also poses a challenge for foreign residents living in the Nordic countries. In fact, 43 percent of expats
in Norway and 38 percent in Denmark agree
that they have trouble making new friends in
these countries,” it continued.
While expats in Norway report having
a difficult time finding friends and feeling
welcome, they are considerably more satisfied when it comes to their family lives. In a
complementary Family Life Index released
in conjunction with the survey, Norway was
ranked sixth out of 45 included countries.
Norway ranked very high on both the affordability and availability of childcare and
education, though foreign parents were less
satisfied with the quality of education their
children receive in Norwegian institutions.
“Those who live in the country are, however, happy with their children’s well-being
and health and safety. In fact, 91 percent rate
their children’s health as overall good and
they have nothing bad to say about their children’s safety,” the Family Life Index read.
The survey by InterNations, which defines “expats” as people who live in a different country than the one they were born in or
whose nationality they have, quizzed some
14,300 people of 174 nationalities in 191
countries about various aspects of their lives.
Only sample sizes of at least 50 respondents
per country were used in the final report.

< english school
From page 3

offer English-language education for free,”
Dahl told NRK.
The majority of students at Manglerud
School do not have Norwegian as a mother
tongue, Wroldsen said.
Aasbreen of the Norwegian Language
Society isn’t convinced.
“Ultimately, this is about the future of the
Norwegian language in Norway,” he said.

An opinion column about current issues in
Norway and the United States
Join the conversation!

What is restorative justice?
Linn Chloe Hagstrøm

The Norwegian American
Norway is not only known for its
beautiful fjords and mountains, it is also
known for its progressive criminal justice
system with somewhat luxurious facilities and accommodations, low incarceration rates, and low recidivism rates. This
success is largely attributed to the idea
of restorative justice. But what does this
mean in practice?
A restorative criminal justice system
focuses on the rehabilitation of offenders
through reconciliation with victims and
the community at large. This forms the
base of the Norwegian criminal justice
system. Norwegians view their penal system in terms of rehabilitation (rather than
retribution), following the notion that the
closer you are to the society you are going
back to, the less challenging it will be to
re-integrate upon release.
Clearly, the Norwegian system is
quite different from the way things work
in the U.S. The American justice system
is built on the concept of retributive justice, which is a system of criminal justice based on the punishment of offenders. This means that those who commit
wrongful acts or serious crimes against
society should receive a proportionate
punishment. Of course, the American
system also incorporates other ideas such
as “incapacitating a criminal from committing other crimes, rehabilitating criminals to rejoin society, and deterring other
potential criminals.” This form of justice rests on the foundation of enforcing
the rule of law and concepts of what is
deemed fair and moral. “Justice is treated
as valuable and important in itself, not
just for its deterrence or incapacitative
effects. In a retributive system, the punishment fits the crime” (The Atlantic).
In Norway, the level of crime is
relatively low when compared to the
U.S., The Bureau of Diplomatic Secu-

Artwork at Halden Prison.

rity (OSAC) reported. The number of people spending time in prison is also low with
3,679 people in prison as of January 1, 2016,
or 70 people in prison per 100,000. In 2014,
the U.S. had 2,217,947, or 693 people in
prison per 100,000, which is the highest rank
in the world. Another difference between
Norway and the U.S. lies in the rates of recidivism, where Norway comes out on top
with a 20% recidivism rate. Earlier this year,
the U.S. Sentencing Commission (USSC)
came out with a comprehensive study stating
that of the U.S. offenders released in 2005,
49.3% were rearrested within the follow-up
period of eight years. In a jaw-dropping comparison, offenders released from U.S. state
prison in 2005 had a 76.6% recidivism rate
where re-arrest took place within five years
(USSC). Why is there such a stark difference
between recidivism rates in Norway and the
U.S.? This has a lot to do with Norway’s
comprehensive restorative justice system.
In southeastern Norway lies Halden
prison, a facility consisting of 75 acres built
in 2010. Halden prison has jogging trails, a
sound studio, and a system made to prepare
inmates for reintegration. This facility attempts to give prisoners an everyday life that

Photo: Trond Isaksen / Statsbygg

is as close to life on the outside as possible, which includes different programs
of vocational training such as assembly
workshops, woodworking, cooking classes, and recording music. There are no bars
covering windows, the kitchens are fully
equipped (including sharp objects), and
guards and inmates may be friends.
Another prison following a similar
style is Bastøy prison, the largest lowsecurity prison in Norway. At Bastøy, inmates have to take responsibility for their
own lives. “There are plenty of opportunities and this is a great place for those
who are interested in serving time in a
meaningful way,” said Tor Arne Bårnes,

See > justice, page 13
Linn Chloe Hagstrøm is
from Bergen, Norway,
and recently graduated
with a BA from Pacific
Lutheran University in
Tacoma, Wash. She currently resides near Denver, Colo., and spends
her time in a non-profit.
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< depression
From page 3

in the context with the surrounding colors—
such as facades against sky, nature, and other
houses. There are colors in nature,” she adds.
“It is important to remember why we
have evolved to see colors in the first place.
The ability to do so allows us to distinguish
between object and background, get information about our surroundings, to find food,
survive. The eye is looking for, and even trying to enhance contrasts,” says Angelo.
“What is special about monotonous
grayness is that we can experience the grayness as being caused by low light levels.
Also, the background for many gray houses
in Norway is very often a gray, uniform sky.”
In 2010, researchers found that people
with anxiety or depression were more likely
to associate their mood with the color gray.
Their results, published in the BMC Medical
Research Methodology journal, showed that
over half of the study’s volunteers picked a
shade of gray from a color wheel to describe
their mood. Some 30 percent of those with
anxiety also chose this color.
Other studies, conducted by scientists
at the University of Freiburg in Germany,
showed that people with depression found
detecting black-and-white contrast differences difficult, with people gripped by despair seeing the world in shades of gray.
Norway, which has previously been
named as the third-happiest in the World
Happiness Index, is also notorious for having little daylight during the winter months.

Rushing through Oslo
Dear Editor,
I read the article today on visiting Oslo,
but I do have a comment on something the
author wrote describing Vigeland Park. She/
he called sculptures “creepy,” which I don’t
understand. I think a better adjective could
have been chosen—I don’t think the sculptures are creepy at all. Also, I completely disagree that you can get through the National
Gallery in an hour. Yes, maybe if you don’t
look at anything.
Respectfully,
Randi Millman-Brown
Ithaca, N.Y.
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Dear Randi,
It was I who wrote the article. Emily.
I identify as a “she,” FYI, but I appreciate
that you don’t jump to gender assumptions.
I also stand by my description of Vigeland’s work as “creepy.” To be clear, I absolutely LOVE it. But you can’t tell me that,
for example, the statue below isn’t a little off.
We all have different speeds when it
comes to museums. I definitely looked at
things in the hour I was at the National Gallery. I looked at everything that caught my
eye in the permanent collection, but your
mileage may vary. Criticism accepted.
Sincerely,
Editor

Photo: Wikimedia Commons
Creepy statue of a reptile ... hugging? ... a man with his arms behind his back, in Vigeland Park.
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Ole Søholt
Galesburg ND
Rachel Thompson
Hawthorne CA
14. september
Patricia Ann Garner
Olympia WA
Laura Henriksen
Cashton WI
Emily Diane Pearce
Satellite Beach FL
Patrick Johansen Shiels
Pelham NY
Trygve Sørensen
Narvik Norway
15. september
Patricia Jacobsen
Seattle WA
Marvin Nelson
Enumclaw WA
16. september
Melvin M. Holland
Tacoma WA
Henry W. Larsen
North Hills CA
Jon Saatvedt
Columbia City OR
17. september
Signe Andrew
Santa Clara CA
Anne-Marie Vevle Dalenberg Martinez GA
David Moe
Sun City CA
Anders Daviknes Ottem
Ulset Norway
Hanne Daviknes Ottem
Ulset Norway
Rune T. Rolfsen
Johnsburg NY

Arnhild Rumsey
Louisville KY
Stenn Richter Salvesen
Plano TX
James P. Sites
Billings MT
Steinar Skipsnes
Seattle WA
Ingeborg Stensland
Anacortes WA
18. september
Myron Hanson
New Rockford ND
Ronald Olson
Hansen ID
Joyce Jorgensen Power New City NY
Ruth Svanoe
Decorah IA
Inga Øyre
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19. september
Fradal Norway

20. september
Alan Clausen
Edmonds WA
Janet Hovland
Rockville MD
Marilyn Moe Molinari West Hills CA
21. september
Ted Haug
Outlook SK Canada
O. S. Krogstad
Portland OR
Sig L. Olsen
Juneau AK
Finn Raae
Emerson NJ
Richard Wood
South Colby WA
22. september
Jenny Benson
Tacoma WA
Arlene Hoveland
New Auburn WI
Stanton M. Jorgens
LaCrosse WI
Erling Ramnes
Sem Norway
Karen Schulte
Hillsborough CA
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Sports

Sports News & Notes
Cycling: Kristoff wins second and third Football: New victory for Rosenborg
With a 3-1 victory over Tromsø, Rosenborg
Tour des Fjords stages
After a dramatic first day of Tour des
Fjords, with some cyclists taking a wrong
turn and some later being forced to cycle
through traffic, Alexander Kristoff took the
victory on the second leg of Tour des Fjords
on Sept. 1. The Norwegian easily outsprinted Leigh Howard, the winner of stage 1,
towards the finish line in Odda.
The next day, Kristoff again demonstrated his strength and speed when he
won the third stage—from Ulvik to Suldalsosen—almost single handedly.
(NRK)

Football: Boli secures important point
for Aalesund

Franck Boli earned a point for Aalesund
when he secured the 2-2 draw against
Sarpsborg on Aug. 26. Aalesund, currently
in the relegation zone, therefore took a crucial point, while Sarpsborg wasted a chance
to climb up to a medal spot. Kirkevold and
Mortensen scored for Sarpsborg.
(NRK)

took its fourth straight win in Tippeligaen
on Aug. 28. Christian Gytkjær scored two
of the goals.
(NRK)

Football: Meling rescues a point for
Stabæk

Stabæk produced little in the away match
against Sogndal on Aug. 28 but managed
to take one point home to Bærum after the
1-1 draw. Birger Meling ensured the tie for
Stabæk, while Martin Ramsland scored
Sogndal’s goal.
(NRK)

Football: Moa-double for Vålerenga

Mohammed Abdellaoue scored both goals
for Vålerenga in the 2-1 win over Odd in
Tippeligaen on Aug. 28. Abdellaoue gave
Vålerenga the lead one minute into extra
time following the first half. One minute
after halftime, Espen Ruud scored for Odd.
The winning goal was scored by Abdellaoue after 64 minutes.
(NRK)
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Bronze is good as gold
for Stig André Berge
Wrestler Berge brings home Norway’s first
medal in the sport in 24 years

Photos: Karl Filip Singdahlsen / NIF
/ courtesy of Norges Idrettsforbund
Right: Berge was obviously thrilled with his
bronze medal win.
Below: The Norwegian wrestler was outfought by
Shinobu Ota of Japan in the quarterfinal.

Tippeligaen

Norway’s Premier League
S tan d i n g s

r esu l ts

Teams			
1. Rosenborg		
2. Odd			
3. Haugesund		
4. Brann		
5. Molde		
6. Sarpsborg 08		
7. Strømsgodset		
8. Viking		
9. Vålerenga		
10. Sogndal		
11. Bodø/Glimt		
12. Tromsø
13. Lillestrøm		
14. Stabæk		
15. Aalesund		
16. Start			

2 – 2 Sarpsborg 08

8/26

Aalesund

8/27

Strømsgodset 0 – 2 Molde

8/27

Haugesund

3 – 2 Brann

8/28

Sogndal

1 – 1 Stabæk

8/28

Bodø/Glimt

2 – 0 Start

8/28

Rosenborg

3 – 1 Tromsø

8/28

Viking

2 – 2 Lillestrøm

8/28

Odd

1 – 2 Vålerenga

PLD
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22

PTS
53
38
38
37
37
36
34
32
28
28
24
24
23
21
20
9

To read more about football in Norway, visit www.uefa.com

Vesterheim’s Folk Art School
What better living tradition
to share than cooking?
Learn the secrets of baking time-honored
foods like Norwegian kransekake, lefse,
flatbread, and Christmas cookies.
Classes make great gifts!

Sign up kids, too—ages 14 and up welcome.

More info at vesterheim.org.
Call 563-382-9681 to register!

Vesterheim

The National Norwegian-American
Museum & Heritage Center

502 W. Water St., Decorah, Iowa • 563-382-9681 • vesterheim.org

Molly Jones

The Norwegian American
At both the 2008 Beijing Olympics and
the 2012 London Olympics, Norwegian
wrestler Stig-André Berge was eliminated
from the competition in the first round. In
Rio, the 33-year-old wanted to prove himself—not just for himself, but also for his
mother who was his biggest supporter and
passed away this winter after being diagnosed with cancer.
For the first time in his career, Berge
could say that he won an Olympic match
when he defeated Jungbaik Lee of South
Korea 2-0 in the first round of the GrecoRoman 59-kg competition. The Norwegian’s
winning streak continued as he went on to
beat Belarusian Soslan Daurov 3-0 in the
semifinals.
His luck ran out, however, when he
faced Shinobu Ota of Japan in the quarterfinals. The Japanese wrestler defeated Berge
4-0 and therefore advanced to the final to
fight for the gold.
It wasn’t over for Berge quite yet,
though. Since every wrestler that has lost to
the gold or silver medalist is given the opportunity to fight for the bronze, Berge entered
the repechage round.
The Norwegian first defeated Amlat
Kebispayev of Kazakhstan 2-0. To win a
bronze medal, Berge would now have to defeat Rovshan Bayramov of Azerbaijan, who
won the world championships in 2011.
At the half, the match was still scoreless,
but Bayramov then took the first point.
“I wasn’t too worried about that as long
as I kept my body going and as long as we
made it to the fourth or fifth minute. That’s
when they begin to get tired,” said Berge
about trailing by one point.
Sure enough, Berge fought back to tie

it up. The match ended 1-1, but since Berge
had earned the final point, he was awarded
the victory and took the bronze medal.
“I wrestled for my family, for my mother, today. It is not just my medal. It is a medal
for many, and it is like gold for me,” said
Berge, who was thrilled after his win despite
a black eye and injured finger.
The moment Berge won, his coaches
stormed the mat and celebrated his win with
him, which is Norway’s first medal in wrestling since 1992.
“It is so wonderful. We have worked together for four years. It has been our big goal.
It is fantastic,” said coach Jimmy Lindberg.
“He is at his best. The team has done everything perfectly. The plan for the year has
been good and they have made good choices
throughout the season. All credit to the coaching staff and teammates. Those who did not
come to the Olympics have trained with him
every day,” added NRK wrestling expert Anders Hestedalen on Berge’s success.
In the end, the gold went to Ismael Borrero Molina of Cuba, the silver to Shinobu
Ota of Japan. Elmurat Tadmuradov of Uzbekistan took the other bronze medal; there
are two bronze medals awarded due to the
structure of the Olympic tournament.
Now the question is whether or not
Berge will continue to compete.
“As long as I feel that I have not given
enough on the mat, I can continue, but there
is plenty that has to happen. Sponsors would
have to continue, and my family must want
me to keep going. I am 33 now, and it might
be time that I become a little less selfish.”
If he does keep competing, however, he
has his sights on the 2020 Tokyo Olympics.
“I’ll go four years or nothing,” he said.
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“Handball girls” settle for bronze after
disappointing semifinals loss to Russia
Molly Jones

The Norwegian American
It’s no secret that the Norwegian women’s handball team, fondly known as “håndballjentene” in Norway, went to Rio with one
goal: to take their third-consecutive Olympic
gold.
The world champions had a rocky start
in Rio, however, losing their first match to
Brazil 28-31. But after their loss to the host
nation, Norway quickly recovered and went
on to win the rest of their matches in the
group stage—defeating Spain, Angola, Montenegro, and Romania—and qualified for the
quarterfinals.
On Aug. 16, Norway crushed Sweden
33-20 in the quarterfinal match and advanced
to the semifinals against Russia on Aug. 18.
If they could win just one more match, the
Norwegians would have the chance to defend their gold in the final.
The decisive match was fast-paced from
the beginning, and Norway started by taking
an early 11-8 lead over Russia. A strong six
minutes by the Russians ensued, however,
and they took a 15-12 lead. At halftime,
Norway trailed 16-18 and continued to play
catch-up with Russia throughout the remainder of the match.
With just a few seconds left on the clock,
Russia led Norway 31-30, but a crucial goal
by Heidi Løke tied up the match and led the
teams into overtime.
The score remained neck and neck
throughout the two five-minute overtime
periods, and once again Russia was just one
goal ahead of Norway with seconds to spare.
Norway’s Camilla Herrem tried to repeat
Løke’s success to send the teams into another
round of overtime, but her lob wasn’t quite
good enough and was a few centimeters
wide. Russia therefore won 38-37, crushing
Norway’s dream of another Olympic gold.
Clearly devastated by their loss, the
Norwegians fell to the floor, many of them
crying, as the Russians celebrated their win.
“It’s tough when you’ve fought so hard
to stay in the game. And then it is finished just
like that…” said Herrem, who said she felt
responsible for the loss and says she will remember that moment for the rest of her life.
“We were challenged. Unfortunately we
could not manage to turn it around. We knew
we faced an incredibly good team that had
great speed and explosiveness. They showed
their capacity and we could not quite get the
better of it,” says keeper Kari Aalvik Grimsbø, who struggled to keep Russia at bay with
a weaker-than-normal Norwegian defense.
“We played a well-deserved semifinal,
and it should have been Russia and us in the
finals. But right now it is just four years that
have been wasted,” said a disappointed Nora
Mørk, who scored 14 of Norway’s goals and
was counting on a gold in Rio after missing
out on the 2012 London Games due to a knee
injury.
The gold was now out of reach, but the
Norwegians still had to fight for a medal in
the bronze medal match against the Netherlands on Aug. 20. The Norwegians had just
two days to recover from their loss, raise their

Photo: Karl Filip Singdahlsen / NIF /
courtesy of Norges Idrettsforbund
Norway’s team played their hardest but lost the
crucial match by one point after two overtime periods. Mørk, shown, was the team’s top scorer.

spirits, and return to their winning ways.
An impressive start by Amanda Kurtovic and Camilla Herrem contributed to a
solid 9-2 lead for the Norwegians a mere 10
minutes into the match.
“They show character. They show that
this is a group of athletes and leaders that has
great dignity and good attitudes. They give
everything for Norway,” said coach Thorir
Hergeirsson.
Going into the second half, Norway led
19-13. At one point the Netherlands managed to reduce Norway’s lead to 29-24, but
that was the closest they ever got. In the
end, Norway defeated the Netherlands by
10 goals with a score of 36-26 to take the
bronze. Later in the day, Russia defeated
France 22-19 for the gold.
“I am extremely proud that we managed to rise ourselves up,” said Herrem, who
scored four out of five shots and clearly redeemed herself.
Mørk was once again Norway’s top
scorer with seven goals in the bronze medal
match and a remarkable total of 62 goals
throughout the Games. The 25-year-old is
already looking forward to the 2020 Tokyo
Olympics.
The team captain, Stine Bredal Oftedal,
is proud of her team and their achievements
in Rio, even if they didn’t get to defend their
gold medals. “It feels really good now. There
was no doubt in this match, and that was the
way we wanted it. We would have preferred
to play later in the evening, but we are very
proud to have taken the bronze,” she comments.

Sealift Inc.
• Ship Owners •
• Ship & Cargo Brokers •
• Steamship Agents •

68 West Main Street, Oyster Bay, New York 11771

Phone: (516) 922-1000
Fax: (516) 922-6526
www.sealiftinc.com
E-mail: info@sealiftinc.com
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Business News & Notes
Nordea and DNB to combine Baltic
operations

New investment in San Francisco

Nordea and DNB have entered into
an agreement to combine their operations
in Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania to create a leading main bank in the Baltics with
strong Nordic roots.
“Combining knowledge of the Baltic
market, close cooperation with our customers and developments in digital banking,
Nordea has over the years built a solid and
successful bank in the Baltic region with a
strong position as number three in the Baltics. Now it is time to take the next step and
build for the future. Together we will have
the scale, stronger geographic presence and
broader product offering enabling us to become the main bank for customers in the
Baltics,” says Inga Skisaker, Head of Banking Baltic Countries, Nordea.
Nordea’s and DNB’s operations in the
Baltics are a great match, with complementary lines of business. Nordea has built a
strong position within the large corporate
segment whereas DNB is strong in the SME
segment. Together, the banks will also have
an even larger and more competitive retail
business. Furthermore, the combined bank
will have a strong geographic presence,
with Nordea’s strong Estonian, DNB’s
strong Lithuanian, and jointly strong Latvian footprints. Nordea’s and DNB’s Baltic
operations have 1,300 and 1,800 employees and EUR 8 billion and EUR 5 billion in
assets, respectively.
(DNB)

Winners

(Sept. 2, 2016)
8.3173
6.6671
8.5884
115.98
1.2993
0.8960

Name

NOK

Intex Resources
EMGS
Solvang
NEL
Prosafe

Cer tified Public A cco u n t a n t

(206)789 - 5 4 3 3

Losers

Change

0.57 39.02%
4.04 9.19%
26.00 8.79%
2.62 7.82%
0.58 7.41%

Name

I.M. Skaugen
Atlantic Petroleum
Incus Investor
Polarcus
Petrolia

NOK

Change

2.06 -12.71%
14.65 -12.28%
1.93 -4.46%
0.43 -4.44%
3.25 -4.41%

For detailed information about the Oslo Børs, visit www.dn.no.

LE W IS O. T I T L AND
2 21 1st Ave. W . S te. 400
Seattle, WA 98119

Prox Dynamics targets
US defense market
Norwegian company aims to develop
world’s most advanced nano drones

Photo courtesy of Prox Dynamics
These tiny drones are eyes in the sky where nothing else can go. They may look like toys, but they’ve
been ruggedized to handle the harsh environments of war zones.

Rasmus Falck
Oslo, Norway

Oslo Børs: Week at a Glance

Exchange Rates
Norsk Kr.
Dansk Kr.
Svensk Kr.
Islandsk Kr.
Canadian $
Euro		

Norges Bank Real Estate Management has
signed agreements to acquire a 44 percent
common equity interest in two Kilroy Realty Corporation companies that own two
office properties in San Francisco.
The properties are located at 100 First
Street and 303 Second Street in San Francisco’s SoMa (“South of Market Street”) district. 100 First Street closed on August 30,
2016, and 303 Second Street is scheduled to
close during the fourth quarter of 2016.
Norges Bank Real Estate Management is investing USD 452.9 million for
its 44 percent common equity interest in
the companies, valuing the two properties
at USD 1,155 million. 303 Second Street is
encumbered by USD 125.8 million of existing debt, and the investment amount is net of
the proportionate amount of debt, approximately USD 55.3 million.
Norges Bank Real Estate Management
is acquiring its 44 percent share from the
two companies previously owned 100 percent by Kilroy Realty Corporation. Kilroy
Realty Corporation is retaining a 56 percent
common equity share in the joint ventures,
and will continue to manage the two properties.
100 First Street comprises 466,000
square feet and 303 Second Street comprises
747,000 square feet. The properties include
94 percent rentable office space and six percent rentable retail space.
(Norges Bank)
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Quality Accounting & Tax Services for:
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The Scandinavian Hour
Celebrating over 50 years on the air!

KKNW – 1150 AM
Saturdays 9 – 10 a.m. PST
Streaming live on the internet at:
www.1150kknw.com

2709 SAN PABLO AVE — BERKELEY, CA 94702
Phone: (800) 854-6435 — Email: pia@nordichouse.com

Featuring great Nordic products
Books • Candy and Chocolates • Canned goods • Condiments
Cooking wares • Dry Goods • Gift items • Specialty meats
and more!

Visit us online: www.nordichouse.com

The CEO of the Norwegian-based Prox
Dynamics, Gudmund Kjærheim, just stated
that the company’s goal is to reach NOK 1.2
billion in sales by 2019, half of it in the U.S.,
with a profit margin of 20 percent. Their
product, the Black Hornet, is the first commercially available airborne Personal Reconnaissance System (PRS). It provides end
users with a highly mobile sensor system,
enabling an immediate intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance capability.
Prox Dynamics was founded by Petter
Muren in 2007 in Asker, just outside of Oslo.
It builds on many years of experience in micro helicopter technologies. Muren was the
first to design a passively stable helicopter
rotor system that later formed the basis for
radio-controlled toy helicopters. He worked
several years as a consultant for a major nano
air vehicle project before he put his ideas
into his own company. Teaming up specialists in video and signal processing, hardware
design, and operational know-how, he created the necessary foundation for the company.
Their mission is to develop, produce,
and sell the world’s smallest and most advanced PRS. They want to create innovative solutions to complex problems based on
modern microelectronics, new sensor technology, creative mechanical design, and efficient low-cost production techniques. Prox
Dynamics works closely with industry leading partners and a broad customer base to
deliver optimal and functional products that
meet operator’s needs.
After losing NOK 40 million in 2014, the
company made NOK 17 million before taxes
last year with a profit margin of 12.4 percent.

SOlie

The Black Hornet measures four inches
long and one inch tall with a four-inch rotor span. It weighs just 16 grams, flies nearly
silently, and is colored to match and blend in
with the gray mud buildings of Afghan villages. The payload consists of a single tiny
camera that delivers both full motion video
and still images back to the recon soldier’s
hand-held terminal up to 1,000 meters away.
It may look like a child’s toy, but it has been
ruggedized to handle the harsh, hot, and
windy environments in which it operates.
During 2012 the Black Hornet was deployed
with UK Forces in Afghanistan, thus introducing a brand new, game-changing capability to modern warfare.
Last year Prox Dynamics also made
contracts with the U.S. Army and Navy. Both
have purchased the Black Hornet for testing
and evaluation for operative use. The company is positioning themselves for deliveries to
American defense. They have opened an office in Alexandria, Virginia, close to the Pentagon, and are also in the process of establishing production in Somerset, Kentucky.
They are on their way to becoming the
world leader in nano drones.
Rasmus Falck is a strong
innovation and entrepreneurship advocate. The author of “What do the best
do better” and “The board
of directors as a resource
in SME,” he received his
masters degree from the
University of Wisconsin-Madison. He currently
lives in Oslo, Norway.

Funeral Home
and Crematory

Honoring • Caring • Serving
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Kai
Robert
presents
Nothing about this WWII
Book review:

novel is “too small”

Get ready for a Sarpsborg Millenium
concert tour with soloist Anette Lyche
Brautaset and the Greåker Men’s Choir

Sandy Brehl

Milwaukee, Wis.
While Hitler’s war-machine overwhelmed country after country, Norway took
comfort in its declared neutrality, its separation from the continent, and in being “too
small” to merit Germany’s attention.
Until the morning of April 9, 1940, when
this novel opens.
Families clustered around radios, neighbors exchanged rumors, and veterans pulled
out old weapons “just in case” this was an
actual war. Meanwhile, uniformed German
soldiers commandeered schools to use as
barracks and marched down Oslo’s streets
within sight of the royal castle, claiming to
have come as friends and protectors.
As the calendar pages turn from that
April 1940 morning to early 1943, Berman’s
omniscient narration and the cousins’ communications offer access to the reality of
Norway’s invasion and to the emotions of
Rebekka’s Oslo family and relatives in Ålesund. The lives and relationships Berman
depicts are drawn from personal knowledge
and, where necessary, her imagination, making them highly credible. The alternating
points of view and geographic locations successfully weave together a complex story on
opposite sides of the country.
Given her inexperience as a novelist,
Berman impressed me with a story that reads
like an action-packed drama, animating
through fiction the history she so carefully
documented in her earlier nonfiction work
(noted later in this review).
Foreshadowing speaks in the voice of
Rebekka’s hysterical aunt, who had sought
refuge from Germany a few years earlier after her husband was run down in the streets
of Berlin by a Gestapo-driven truck. She,
too, believed Norway would be safe. On
the day of the invasion she ranted about the
threat to their entire family, that Hitler would
implement his genocidal plans, achieving the
elimination of Norway’s Jews as a showcase
for Aryan supremacy. Family members reassured her that she couldn’t be right, that Norway’s Jewish population was too small. That,
the aunt insisted, is why he would succeed.
Berman incorporates traits of her relatives
into strong, complex characters who serve as
able and appealing protagonists. Rebekka’s
sketches of both disturbing and comforting
scenes combine with her correspondence with
young cousins to provide specificity and move
national events forward. Museum archives indicate that art and journals were used by many
Norwegians during the war to make sense of a
world turned upside down.
I encountered Berman’s family history,
We Are Going to Pick Potatoes: Norway and
the Holocaust, the Untold Story, while pursuing research about the German occupation of
Norway. In it she documents the fates of her
extended Norwegian Jewish family before,
during, and after the occupation years. Other
research sources barely mentioned the small
Jewish population in Norway, and none were
as authentic or detailed as Berman’s. Her
original book was praised and supported by
Elie Wiesel, who urged her to share her history with a wider audience.
Berman resolved to prevent this signifi-

cant story from disappearing. By blending
fictional elements into her characters and
portraying historic events through realistic
and compelling dialogue and interactions,
this novel brings to life harsh times and
events. The author, at age four, escaped from
Oslo with her family to the safety of neutral
Sweden in November, 1942. They fled in secret, just hours before Nazis ordered the arrest of all remaining Jews. Most were deported in November, and the final few in January.
Their eventual destinations, although
not publicly understood then, were the ovens
and concentration camps in central Europe
from which only a handful survived. The
actions and consequences of the Nazi occupiers nearly decimated Norway’s Jewish
population. Even so, their history was considered “too small” to be included in some
Holocaust accounts. Told by one who lived
through that reality, Berman’s initial publication and this novel stand in testimony to the
little-known truth of those times.
The subtitle, A Fact-Based Novel, is an
important clarification of the genre. Tragically, much of the story is real. By writing it
in the form of a novel, the history behind the
story can be shared with a wider audience.
I’m convinced that everyone who reads it
will respond with empathy, vicariously experiencing the hardships and dangers of that
time, specifically through the harrowing
plight of Norway’s Jewish citizens.
What a gift Berman has given to her
own extended family and to the rest of us.
As a reader and writer, I devour the front and
back matter of books, always eager for additional insights in author notes and acknowledgements. Every bit of extra content in this
case helps to stitch the novel into the fabric
of history. A nearly forgotten truth about
Norway is preserved within the pages of this
book. It conveys the pride Berman’s descendants should rightly feel. I urge everyone to
read it, share it in book clubs and classrooms,
and keep history alive.
Sandy Brehl is a retired educator living near Milwaukee, Wis. Visit www.SandyBrehl.com to learn about the
first two books in her trilogy about the German occupation of Norway: Odin’s
Promise and Bjorn’s Gift.

Leslee Lane Hoyum
Rockford, Minn.

It’s 2016 and Sarpsborg, Norway, is celebrating its 1000th anniversary. On this side
of the Atlantic, trumpeter extraordinaire Kai
Robert Johansen is back from Oct. 2 to 8. His
engagements are limited so you won’t want
to miss out!
“I am thrilled to come back,” said Kai
Robert. “We have been very busy celebrating
1000 years in Sarpsborg, my hometown, and
soon I will return to the Midwest to share our
celebration with you. I am bringing you soloist Anette Lyche Brautaset and the Greåker
Men’s Choir. You will not be disappointed.”
Kai Robert has been performing for
more than 45 years and is the Midwest’s
most beloved Norwegian trumpeter. He has
performed on radio and TV not only in Norway but throughout Europe and the United
States. He has released 60 albums, several
of which have reached gold and platinum
status, and he has written several musical
tributes to honor the Norwegian royal family. He also has received several Norwegian
cultural awards for his work as a musician
and a composer.
“I am always at home when in the
Midwest,” said Kai Robert. “The people
are incredibly friendly, and it is always my
pleasure to share the magnificent talent we
cultivate in and around the community of
Sarpsborg. This will be my twelfth visit to
the Midwest and it won’t be my last.”
Anette Lyche Brautaset is making her
American debut. “Not only is this my U.S.
debut,” Brautaset says, “but this is my first
trip to the United States. I am very excited.”
The soloist is well known in Sarpsborg for
her beautiful presentation of hymns and her
lovely interpretations of the works of Alf
Prøysen and Erik Bye, venerable Norwegian
music legends.
The Greåker Men’s Choir, founded
in 1933, also will perform. Director Hilde
Everløff Andersen said “the boys” have been
practicing energetically for their Midwest
tour. The group is very excited to share Nor-

Photo courtesy of KR Johansen
Kai Roberts will play five Midwestern concerts
this fall with the Greåker Men’s Choir and Anette
Lyche Brautaset.

wegian music with the Midwest and learn
more about the Norwegian-American experience.
The program surely will share the vibrant musical history of Sarpsborg, a city
founded in 1016 by the Viking King Olav
Haraldsson, later known as Saint Olav. It is
part of Norway’s fifth-largest urban area and
is located just one hour southeast of Oslo.

Tour dates:
Mindekirken (Norwegian Lutheran
Memorial Church)
Sunday, Oct. 2, 11:00 a.m.
924 E 21st St., Minneapolis
At the official opening of the Leiv
Eriksson International Festival. For
information, call (612) 874-0716.
Dalton Opera House
Sunday, Oct. 2, 4:30 p.m.
109 Summit Ave., Dalton, Minn.
For more information, call Greg and
DeeDee Peterson, (218) 770-0095.
Calvary Lutheran Church
Monday, Oct. 3, 7:30 p.m.
1405 S 9th Street, Grand Forks, N.D.
For more information, call Darlene
Holien, (701) 746-7673.
Kringen Lodge, Sons of Norway
Tuesday, Oct. 4, 7:00 p.m.
722 2nd Ave. N, Fargo, N.D.
For more information, call (701) 2329222. The concert is free, but come for
dinner at Kringen from 5:00 to 6:30
p.m. for $11 per person.
Northland Community & Technical
College Auditorium
Wednesday, Oct. 5, 7:30 p.m.
1101 Hwy. #1 E, Thief River Falls, Minn.
Sponsored by Snorre Lodge. Free will
offering. For information, call (218)
681-2116.
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Beer Gynt, an aquavit barn & historical pils
One editor’s adventures in Norwegian fullness, from Oslo to Lillehammer to Venabygd
Emily C. Skaftun

The Norwegian American
One of my favorite things to do when I
visit a foreign country is to sample their local
alcoholic beverages. In Greece I drank ouzo
(one taste was enough!); in Italy and France
mostly wine; in Cuba rum went in everything.
The first time I went to Norway, I was introduced to Ringnes, Bergen’s beer of choice.
That trip was also the first time I tried aquavit, and I’ll admit that I didn’t care for it. Like
most aquavit novices, I assumed that the most
prevalent brand represented the whole of
what the spirit offered, and it hit me hard with
a somewhat licorice-y taste that only went
down with a big gulp of that Ringnes.
We did drink a little of the good stuff,
from the top shelf of my father’s cousin’s liquor cabinet. I couldn’t tell you what brand
it was, but I was left with the vague recollection that there had been aquavit I liked.
After starting this job, I decided I needed
to get to know Norway’s primary liquor better.
This is hard to do in the U.S.! There is exactly
one Norwegian aquavit sold in this country,
the famous Linie. With all due respect to Linie, one version of anything isn’t enough.
When planning my recent trip to Norway,
aquavit was on my mind. Specifically, I had
the goal of bringing back my one-liter limit of
alcohol in the form of good Norwegian aquavit not available in my local liquor store.
This proved harder than I’d imagined
because first, my schedule prevented me
from visiting a Vinmonopolet—the only
place in Norway to buy liquor—and second,
the duty-free shop in the airport had fewer
brands available than their website promised.
But I’m skipping ahead to the unsatisfying conclusion, and leaving out the very
satisfying middle, in which this editor drank
delicious things! So if you find yourself in
the parts of Norway I visited, here is my very
brief guide to sampling aquavit and beer.
Aquavit
My quest began in Oslo. I asked a local
university student to recommend a restaurant with a large selection of aquavits, and
though she said she doesn’t drink the stuff
herself, it only took her a minute to come up
with a place so exactly what I had in mind
that it was like I’d invented it myself. Fyret,
located on Youngstorget, has a full page of
aquavits on their menu, from A to Å (though
the last one was actually in Æ, Æsir Yggdra-

Photos: (above) courtesy of Spidsbergseter
Resort Rondane, (others) Emily C. Skaftun
Above: Inside the akevittfjøs, a world of aquavit.
Right: Did I mention that Lillehammer Bryggeri
is also a museum of beer? This is just a portion
of their collection of unopened beer bottles from
around the world.
Bottom: Some of the kitsch inside Fyret, along
with a shot of their full-page aquavit menu.

sil, which I tried). I recommend doing some
research on a site like Norske Akevitters
Venner (www.norsk-akevitt.org, Norwegian
only) beforehand, so you know what you’d
like to sample. Bonus: Fyret offers various sizes, which means you can opt for tiny
tastes of more aquavits.
The food is also pretty good, and the
décor is… just go look. It’s as if a maritime
swap meet exploded. Fyret means The Lighthouse, and the restaurant delivers on that
promise. But kitschy décor aside, the place
did not feel like a tourist trap, and it has outdoor seating above the square that I’m sure I
would have loved if it had been summer and
not… August.
But if Fyret’s menu was good, I discovered an even more impressive collection of
aquavits in an unexpected location. Spidsbergseter Resort Rondane, in the mountains
north of Lillehammer, boasts many amenities, but my favorite of these is the akevittfjøs (“aquavit barn”). Inside this barn from
1850 you will find a world of aquavit. Ola,
who showed me around, estimated that there
are 140 different bottles, mostly from Norwegian producers, including the resort’s own
label, 1850 Fjøsakevitt, which is made by
Egge Gård and uses mountain-inspired spices including røsslyng (heather), and mountain spring water from the Rondane area.
The aquavit barn is worth a trip, but be
advised that it is only open a few hours on
the weekends or by prior arrangement. Even
though you may have to make an appointment to visit the barn, according to Ola, “it’s
easier to go out than in” the barn’s low doorway, because after a few drinks you may be
crawling out anyway.

Beer
One thing that struck me on this trip was
private label beers. Both Spidsbergseter and
the Peer Gynt Festival had their own beers,
with clever names and pretty labels. The
festival’s beer was described to me as “Beer
Gynt,” which of course meant I had to try it.
But the main event for me, beer-wise,
was Lillehammer Bryggeri. Run by beer enthusiasts as more of a passion than a business, this local gem is tucked away almost
underground in a building with a long and
storied history as a copper plant and a distillery. Take the journey. Go up the hill along the
river, and when you see Bryggerikjelleren
restaurant, you’re almost there. To the right
of that building, go through the passageway.
Hard to find? A bit. Worth it? Yes.
Wiggo Slåttsveen was my guide through
this local brewery, introducing both the beers
and the location in a whirlwind of history and
tall tales that my frantic note-taking could
do no justice to (particularly the more beer
I sampled). What I took away from it is this:
• These guys really elsker beer.
• The brewery adheres to “Gulating,”
which if I understand correctly was a brewing law that Denmark used to trick Norway
out of brewing and distilling, so that the
country would have to rely on Danish imports. It requires beer to be made of only
three ingredients: barley, hops, and water
(because at the time they didn’t understand
that yeast was an ingredient and not magic).
To this day, all of Lillehammer Bryggeri’s
beers are made using only those ingredients,
and they take this very seriously.
• The brewery’s philosophy rests on four
elements:

1) handcrafted beer, which is unfiltered and unpasteurized,
2) local food (I had a moose burger!),
3) storytelling,
4) and having the “biggest stage in
Norway.”
This last is totally tongue in cheek, as it
might qualify as the smallest stage in Norway—you actually have to walk through the
“stage” to get to the toilets.
Don’t take my word for any of this,
though. Go in and pull up a seat at the bar
and get one of the proprietors chatting. It will
certainly be worth your time.
A bar with a view
Atop the Mølla Hotel in Lillehammer, a
former grain silo, sits the bar with the best
view in Lillehammer.
I sampled nothing particularly Nordic at
Toppen. I had been advised to try the daiquiri,
but that felt like the totally wrong latitude,
and faced with inconsequential decisions like
drink orders I tend to freeze. I had a Ringnes.
What makes Toppen special is the view
and the atmosphere. The official Olympic
museum is down the road a bit at Maihaugen, but Toppen is almost a museum of ski
jumping. Not only can you see the Olympic
ski jumps from it, but its walls (the ones that
aren’t windows) are adorned with pairs of
skis, photos, and other memorabilia from
that very Norwegian sport. One of the bar
benches is made of a little piece of Holmenkollen, the ski jump outside of Oslo.
Even on a Wednesday night, Toppen
was hoppin’, yet laid back. It seemed to be
the locals’ bar of choice to watch a little
Olympic handball, which felt very fitting.
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Diary of a Guidebook Writer:

A journey to the top of the world
David Nikel

Trondheim, Norway
After my brief stay in the heatwave at
Hammerfest, I made my way north to the
island of Magerøya to find out whether the
Nordkapp (North Cape) is worthy of including as a highlight in Moon Norway.
As I quickly discovered, northern
Norway demands you take your time. Distances are vast, and with limited places to
refuel both your cars and your bodies, taking a slow approach to travel is just common
sense. This means that if you’re heading to
the North Cape, a stop in the village of Honningsvåg is highly recommended.
An unexpected highlight
Every day of the summer season, a local
youth group put on two performances of Our
Northernmost Life, a 45-minute play about
what it’s like to live in this remote part of
the world. It’s hard to find such initiatives
in Oslo yet alone a place as small as Honningsvåg, so I urge everyone to stop by and
support the group. Tickets are not cheap at
a shade over $20, but this is a truly unique
insight into life in northern Norway.
After the show, grab a coffee from the
in-house café and head downstairs to the
Once Upon a Dream gallery. Run by an
American expat, the gallery showcases and
sells art created, among other things, from
items discovered on the beaches of northern
Norway, from shells to sandals!
Magerøya accommodations
Places to stay on Magerøya island are
limited to a couple of high standard hotels,
budget cabins, and campsites. Cabins offer
the best combination of comfort and value
with a typical cabin sleeping three available
from $60 per night, with shared bathroom
and kitchen facilities.
I stayed quite a way north of Honningsvåg, just a nine-mile drive from the North
Cape in the world’s northernmost fishing
village, Skarsvåg. I chose a simple cabin at
Kirkeporten Camping, named after an intriguing rock formation a short hike over the
hill. As it turned out, this was also an excellent spot to check out the midnight sun.
Everyone staying here is on their way
to the North Cape, but the village is also the
starting point for an excellent three-hour fishing trip into the plentiful Barents Sea, costing
around $75 per person. Availability is limited,
so book in advance with the campsite.
The top of the world
I visited the North Cape twice, once in
the afternoon and once at midnight. It can get
exceptionally busy around midnight with an
incredible amount of visitors bussed in from
cruise ships. Thick fog can roll in across the
cape in literally seconds, so even a weather
forecast is no real indication of what visibility will be like when you intend to visit. As a
ticket is valid for 24 hours, it’s a wise move
to plan a couple of visits.
The hefty 260 kroner fee (plus 40 kroner
per passenger) to park is justified in part by
being able to return later in the day, and also
by Nordkapphallen, a modern visitor center
housing a restaurant, café, museum, chapel,
and most important of all for a remote area,
clean public restrooms. There’s also what

Photos: David Nikel
Above: There are no trees on Magerøya, but the
island still offers spectacular views.
Left: The North Cape can get very busy around
midnight with cruise passengers, but the lure of
the photo op might be irresistible.
Bottom: The Once Upon a Dream gallery in Honningsvåg showcases objects found on nearby
beaches.

Where in
Norway?
must be one of Norway’s biggest gift shops
with some genuinely special gifts available
among the tat you’d expect.
Of course, the North Cape isn’t actually mainland Europe’s northernmost point.
A glance to your left reveals Knivskjellodden peninsula, around one mile further north,
which can only be reached by a five-mile
hike. This is a popular alternative option for
those not keen on the tourist trap of Nordkapp itself, although you should expect high
winds, rapidly changing weather, and a steep
climb at one point.
But is it worth it? This really is a decision
for you. I went with a healthy dose of skepticism and that was only partly dissipated.
If your sole purpose of visiting Finnmark
is a desire to see the midnight sun, then stay
elsewhere, hike or drive to the top of a hill,
and enjoy a picnic in the peace and quiet. On
the other hand, the chance to get a selfie with
the North Cape’s iconic globe sculpture and
the midnight sun behind you is a strong draw
for the social media ravens among us.
Like the Atlantic Road or Å at the end
of the Lofoten Islands, Norwegian road trips

are about the journey rather than the final
destination. At the North Cape, I happened
to see a mother and her young son who I’d
briefly met at a reindeer farm in Alta a few
days before. Their slower approach to traveling around Finnmark mirrored mine, and it’s
one I’d heartily recommend to readers.

How well do you know
Norway? Match this
photo to its location and
email your answer to
naw@na-weekly.com.
Correct answers will be
entered to win one free
month!

One final warning
A word of warning to those traveling
outside the summer months: the roads in this
part of Norway can only be accessed via a
controlled convoy that runs only a few times
per day, weather permitting. With its exposed
location and lack of trees, the entire island
of Magerøya is a windy, snowy, icy hazard
in the winter months. Think very carefully
before booking an independent winter trip!
David Nikel is a freelance
writer based in Norway.
He runs the popular www.
lifeinnorway.net blog and
is the author of the upcoming MOON Norway guidebook.

Have a pic for “Where in Norway?”
Submit it to naw@na-weekly.com!
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What’s going on in your neighborhood?

Calendar of Events

california

oregon

Rosemaling Seminar at Camp Norge
Sept. 24—25
Alta, Calif.
We will be painting a 14” scalloped scoop
plate. Karen Nelson is teaching an Os pattern
on a geranium background. Onya Tolmasoff is
teaching a Rogaland design on a black, blue,
and green background. Cost is $87. There is
an additional cost for accommodations. Visit
www.campnorge.org/site/wp-content/uploads/Registration-form-Fall-2016.pdf for registration form and more info.
Central California Kretsstevne
Sept. 30—Oct. 1
Buellton, Calif.
All Sons of Norway members and their guests
are invited to the 2016 CCK at the Flying Flags
facility for fun, fellowship, and great food! Visit sofn6.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/
CCKRegFlyer-2016.pdf for registration form
and prices. Registration deadline is Sept. 15.
Annual Sacramento Scandinavian Festival
Oct. 1, 10:00 a.m.—4:00 p.m.
Orangevale, Calif.
The festival features Scandinavian food, baked
goods, and merchandise for sale. Viking reenactors will be present with interactive activities for the whole family. Come enjoy music,
entertainment, and door prizes! Cost is $5 for
adults and free for children under 12. At Divine Savior Catholic Church.
30th Annual Vikingfest
Oct. 8, 10:00 a.m.—3:00 p.m.
Santa Rosa, Calif.
Vikingfest is Freya Lodge’s annual celebration
of all things Norwegian from Viking reenactments to modern art and pottery, arts and
crafts, traditional foods, cultural displays, and
remembrance of Leif Erikson. At Norway Hall.
Free. For more info call (707) 894-1807 or visit
www.freyalodge.org.

Colorado

Classic Rogaland Rosemaling Seminar
Sept. 23—25, 9:00 a.m.—4:00 p.m.
Fraser, Colo.
This three-day seminar for all skill levels covers classic Rogaland rosemaling and is taught
by Toshiko Ogishi, VGM. Cost is $100 for SON
members; $125 non-members. At the Fraser
Valley Library.

Florida

Gulf Coast Vikings Suppe Natt
Sept. 17, 5:00 p.m.
Ft. Meyers, Fla.
Join the Gulf Coast Vikings for Suppe Natt at
the Plantation. Members are asked to bring
appetizers, breads, and desserts. Please call
Maxine Batrawi at (239) 405-4026 to RSVP.

illinois

Viking Longship Tours
Sept. 17, 1:00—4:00 p.m.
Geneva, Ill.
Come to Good Templar Park to tour a 78-footlong replica Viking longship, built in 1893. The
public is invited to take guided or self-guided
tours. Thirty-minute guided tours begin every
30 minutes. The last guided tour of the day
is at 3:30 p.m.Parking is free. Cost is $5 for
adults and $3 for teens. Call (630) 753-9412 or
email viking1893@gmail.com for more info.

iowa

Skål! Scandinavian Spirits at Vesterheim
now—Dec. 31
Decorah, Iowa
This exciting traveling exhibition shares the history and traditions of drinking culture in Sweden, Norway, and Denmark, and how those
traditions carried into the U.S.

massachusetts

Smörgåsbord Nordic Food Festival
Sept. 24, 11:00 a.m.—3:00 p.m.
West Newton, Mass.
This festival is New England’s only event of its
kind. Highlights include tasting stations from
Denmark, Iceland, Sweden, Finland, and Norway,
Nordic vendors, live music, guest speakers, kids’
activities, a live Viking encampment, and more
“foodie” fun! On the grounds of the Scandinavian
Cultural Center.
Janice Weber Concert
Oct. 7, 7:00 p.m.
West Newton, Mass.
Norumbega Lodge is co-sponsoring a very special
concert with the Scandinavian Cultural Center
featuring internationally renowned pianist Janice
Weber playing the music of Scandinavian composers. At the Scandinavian Living Center.

minnesota

Sarpsborg Millenium Concert Tour:
• Mindekirken, Oct. 2, 11:00 a.m.
Minneapolis, Minn.
At the official opening of the Leiv Eriksson
International Festival. For information, call (612)
874-0716.
• Dalton Opera House, Oct. 2, 4:30 p.m.
Dalton, Minn.
For more information, call Greg and DeeDee
Peterson, (218) 770-0095.
• Northland Community & Technical College
Auditorium, Oct. 5, 7:30 p.m.
Thief River Falls, Minn.
Sponsored by Snorre Lodge. Free will offering.
For information, call (218) 681-2116.
Lutefisk and Meatball Dinner
Oct. 8, 2:00 p.m., 4:00 p.m. & 6:00 p.m
Edina, Minn.
The dinner is served family style—with seatings
at 2:00 p.m., 4:00 p.m., and 6:00 p.m.—and the
Norwegian Glee Club of Minneapolis will entertain after each seating. The cost is $20 per person
and advance tickets are required. Reservation
forms are available at www.norwegiangleeclub.
org or by calling Earl Evenstad at (612) 861-4793.
At Lutheran Church of the Good Shepherd.

new york

Jenny Hval Concert
Sept. 30, 7:00 p.m.
New York, N.Y.
The Norwegian artist, musician, and writer Jenny
Hval will perform at (le) poisson rouge. This is a
general admission, standing event. Cost is $15.
Buy tickets at lpr.com/lpr_events/jenny-hval-september-30th-2016/.

north dakota

Norsk Høstfest
Sept. 28—Oct. 1
Minot, N.D.
Norsk Høstfest, North America’s largest Scandinavian Festival, has Scandinavian tradition on full
display. Visit with artisans showcasing ancient
traditions or take a walk back in time at Tromsø
Cultural Village and Viking Village. No matter
where you may roam during Høstfest, one thing
is for sure—it will be a Nordic adventure! At
the N.D. State Fair Center. Visit hostfest.com for
schedule and tickets.
Sarpsborg Millenium Concert Tour:
• Calvary Lutheran Church,
Oct. 3, 7:30 p.m.
Grand Forks, N.D.
For more information, call Darlene Holien, (701)
746-7673.
• Kringen Lodge, Sons of Norway,
Oct. 4, 7:00 p.m.
Fargo, N.D.
For more information, call (701) 232-9222. The
concert is free, but come for dinner at Kringen
from 5:00 to 6:30 p.m. for $11 per person.

Check www.norwegianamerican.com/events for complete listings

Journey of the Reindeer
Sept. 10—Nov. 27
Portland, Ore.
Learn about the Sámi through a multi-month
program series consisting of two simultaneous
exhibits—The Sami Reindeer People of Alaska
and Sami: Walking with Reindeer—and ancillary
programming, which will include film screenings,
panel discussions, lectures on the Sámi experience, and more. At Nordia House. Free. Opening
reception and lecture will be held Sept. 11.
The Nordic Fiddlers Bloc
Oct. 7, 7:30 p.m.
Portland, Ore.
Nordia House welcomes three of the finest fiddlers in the world, from Norway, Sweden, and
the Shetland Islands, playing both traditional and
original compositions. Cost is $20 for SHF members or $25 for non-members. Visit www.scanheritage.org/#!calendar-1/mbrew for tickets.
Viking Pancake Breakfast
Oct. 9, 8:30 a.m.—1:00 p.m.
Portland, Ore.
Enjoy delicious, all-you-can-eat pancakes with
sides of scrambled eggs, sausages, fruit, and beverages—all served up with Norwegian charm.
Cost is $7 for adults, $4 for kids ages 5-12, and
free for children under 5. Kids will enjoy Children’s Nordic story time at 10:00 a.m. At the
Norse Hall—Grieg Lodge. Free, on-street parking.

pennsylvania

Writing about Norwegian History in English
Sept. 16, 7:00 p.m.
Lancaster, Penn.
Author Jorgen Flood will present “Writing about
Norwegian and Scandinavian History in English:
Challenges and Obstacles.” Flood has written
a variety of books on the Vikings, medieval history, World War II, Norwegian transportation,
and the Norwegian Navy. At St. Thomas Episcopal Church, 301 St. Thomas Rd. Questions? Call
Jeanne at (717) 793-7428.

texas

Leif Erikson Day
Oct. 8, 10:00 a.m.—3:00 p.m.
Clifton, Texas
Join Norwegian Society of Texas Bosque Lodge
in celebrating Leif Erikson with a craft fair at the
Ringness House Museum.

Washington

“Runes Revealed”
now—Sept. 24
Tacoma, Wash.
This contemporary artwork by Nordic Bay Area
artists is inspired by the ancient Norse runes.
Now comprising 30 professional artists, the
group has presented many exhibitions during the
past twenty years. At the Scandinavian Cultural
Center at PLU. Visit www.plu.edu/scancenter/exhibitions for more info.
Dinner & Dance Fundraiser for Trollhaugen
Sept. 24, 6:00 p.m.
Seattle, Wash.
Join Leif Erikson Lodge for a dinner and dance
to fundraise for Trollhaugen/Ski for Light. Happy
hour and accordion music starts at 6:00 p.m., and
the salmon and cod dinner will be served at 6:30
p.m. Call the lodge at (206) 783-1274 or Erling
Berg at (206) 362-0629 for reservations. Cost is
$25. At 2245 NW 57th St., Seattle, WA 98107.
Nordic Festival
Oct. 8, 10:00 a.m.—4:00 p.m.
Edgewood, Wash.
Enjoy traditional music, arts, crafts, Viking artifacts, cookies, and lefse. The Scandinavian café
will sell traditional foods. Cost is $2; children un-

der 12 free. Free, handicap-accessible parking. Prize drawings all day. At Edgemont Junior
High School.
Nordic Knitting Conference
Oct. 8—10
Seattle, Wash.
The Nordic Heritage Museum is hosting an
outstanding group of internationally known
knitting, spinning, crochet, and design instructors. Norway’s Arne & Carlos will return
to headline the conference. Register and find
more info at nordicmuseum.org/knitting.

Wisconsin

Solørlag’s Genealogy Research Weekend
Sept. 16—17
Hudson, Wis.
Enjoy a couple days researching and just having a good time. A block of rooms is on hold
at the Hudson House Grand Hotel. Specify it is
for the Solørlag event. There will be extensive
research materials for Hedmark. Research
helpers will be on site and there is a possibility
of communicating with experts in Hedmark.
Relief-carving Class with Phillip and Else
Sept. 19—23, 8:30 a.m.—5:00 p.m.
Barronett, Wis.
Each class will cover sharpening, wood selection, design, and pattern selection, carving techniques, and finishing. Carving tools,
wood, and patterns will be available. Bring
any tools you have. Tuition for each five-day
class will be $500; half of tuition is due with
registration. Classes will be held at the Norsk
Wood Works carving studio, which is located
at Phillip and Else’s farmstead on county road
H west of Barronett. More info and registration form at www.norskwoodworks.com.
Figure-carving Class with Harley Refsal
Sept. 23—25
Barronett, Wis.
Tools, patterns, books, and carving blanks may
be purchased from Harley at the class. This
class runs Friday evening, 6:30 p.m. to 9:30
p.m., and Saturday and Sunday, 8:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. Tuition is $200; half of tuition is due
with registration. Classes will be held at the
Norsk Wood Works carving studio, which is located at Phillip and Else’s farmstead on county
road H west of Barronett. More info and registration form at www.norskwoodworks.com.
Guest Speaker: Professor Jim Leary
Sept. 24, 11:00 a.m.—12:00 p.m.
Stoughton, Wis.
Since the 1970s, Jim Leary’s field and archival
research on folklore in indigenous and immigrant peoples in the upper Midwest has resulted in numerous books, museum exhibits,
and archival collections. At Livsreise. Free.
Scandinavian Festival
Oct. 8, 10:00 a.m.—6:00 p.m.
New Berlin, Wis.
The Nordic Council of Wisconsin invites
friends and family to join in their annual arts
& crafts sales booths, ethnic food, genealogy,
children’s activities, entertainment, and much
more. Feature entertainment will be provided
throughout the day by Milwaukee Festival
Brass. At Ronald Reagan Elementary School.
Cost is $8 for adults or $2 for children. Call
(262) 366-9152 for more info.
From Trees to Treasures
Oct. 8, 11:00 a.m.—12:00 p.m.
Stoughton, Wis.
In addition to traveling, genealogy, and photography, Rebecca Hanna has been an avid
woodcarver for over 25 years, demonstrating and teaching various classes. Learn more
about woodcarving at this event at Livsreise.

Send your event to naw@na-weekly.com or call (206) 784-4617
to be added to The Norwegian American!
Event listings are free, but space is limited. Please contact us at least one month prior to event.
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Pioneers of Skagit County honored
Solveig Lee

Mount Vernon, Wash.
a tractor at age 10. He remembers how well
they were fed: “The old Scandinavian ladies
knew how to cook.” Transportation was by
horse and buggy. As teenagers, he and the
Morrison boys would go to an area known
as Lee’s Woods, climb on stumps, and feed
the horses sugar lumps they brought from
home. It was three miles to town. There,
they enjoyed vaudeville or made their way to
Little Mountain. At home, lutefisk would be
stacked and dried by the door.
The Johnson family has contributed
greatly to the community. Alfred became a
director of the Skagit County Dairymen’s Association, a school director, and a road supervisor. Herman’s grandson, Maynard, studied
medicine at the University of Oregon and
joined a practice with Dr. George Boynton in
Mount Vernon. In 1971, Maynard and other
doctors formed Skagit Valley Hospital.
Don Wick received the 2016 Pioneer
Spirit Award. To be considered for this
award, one needed to be a “steward to the
legacy of Skagit County,” and there was no
question but that Don should be a recipient.
Born in Seattle of Norwegian and Scottish heritage, Don graduated from Ballard
High School, earned a BA in communications at Western Washington University,
then began his first job at KBRC Radio in
Mount Vernon. In 1974, he became the news
director, program director, and station manager for 15 years. Don became known as the
“Voice of the Cardinals” for the Skagit Valley basketball team when he and Fred Lee, a
local barber, provided the commentary.

< justice
From page 4

justice works. Restorative justice systems
have been successful in reducing the cost of
imprisoning criminals, reducing recidivism
rates, and reducing crime. When the point is
not to punish, but rather to help a person become a productive and contributing member
of society, the Norwegian system is a great
example of how restorative justice can be
used in practice.
Sources:
• Bastøy Prison: www.bastoyfengsel.no/
English/bastoy-fengsel-Eng.html
• Business Insider: www.businessinsider.com/tour-of-halden-prison-2014-10?op=1
• CNN: www.cnn.com/2012/05/24/
world/europe/norway-prison-bastoy-nicest
• Det Store Norske Leksikon: snl.no/
livsvarig_fengsel%2F%28livstid%29
• The Atlantic: www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2012/08/a-different-justice-why-anders-breivik-only-got-21-yearsfor-killing-77-people/261532
• The Bureau of Diplomatic Security
(OSAC): www.osac.gov/Pages/ContentReportDetails.aspx?cid=19044
•
TIME:
content.time.com/time/
magazine/article/0,9171,1986002,00.
html?hpt=T2
• USSC: www.ussc.gov/sites/default/
files/pdf/research-and-publications/researchpublications/2016/recidivism_overview.pdf
• World Prison Brief: www.prisonstudies.org/country/norway
• World Prison Brief: www.prisonstudies.org/country/united-states-america

In 1984, Don became executive director
of the Economic Development Association
of Skagit County, a position he held for 28
years. His responsibility was to attract new
businesses to Skagit Valley while expanding

jobs for existing businesses. He noted that
the farmers and loggers all worked together.
Through the years, there was much growth
in retail and manufacturing. He was instrumental in founding “Leadership Skagit.”
Don is very proud of his Norwegian
heritage. At the picnic he donned his Viking
helmet and dress and took to the podium. He
said, “Norwegians are the smartest people
on earth. It wasn’t drugs; it was lutefisk they
legalized.”

Community Connections
Happy birthday,
engagement, birth,
family reunion, etc!
Your name and
message here!
For more information, call
us at (206) 784-4617 or email
naw@na-weekly.com.
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the deputy head of the prison. All inmates
have work duty from 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
on weekdays, but when they are not working in the kitchens, the shop, or in maritime,
agriculture, or technical positions, they have
access to beaches, a library, a soccer field, or
other recreation. Prisoners have freedoms as
long as they act responsibly.
In Norway’s restorative approach, removing someone’s liberty is punishment
enough, which is evident when looking at
Norwegian sentencing. Over 89% of Norwegian jail sentences are shorter than a year.
Comparatively, “in U.S. federal prisons, longer sentences are much more common, with
fewer than 2% serving a year or less, according to the Federal Bureau of Prisons” (CNN).
The maximum sentence a person can get in
Norway is 21 years with the exception of
genocide and war crimes, in which case one
can be sentenced to a maximum of 30 years.
Previously, lifetime sentences were used for
grave crimes such as rape, murder, and treason, but these were abolished in 1981. However, if there is a clear risk for recurrence in a
serious criminal case, an indefinite sentence
of detention can be imposed every five years.
Prison life in Norway may sound very
pleasant and luxurious, yet this is not a product of naïveté. It is meant to prepare inmates
for “difficult or painful internal reformation”
(The Atlantic). Imprisonment is a way of
treating people for the social or psychological issues that led them to commit crimes.
Many have studied the Norwegian system and findings have shown that restorative

Photos: Solveig Lee
Above: Members of the Johnson family with
spokesman Larry in the hat.
Left: Don Wick, winner of the Pioneer Spirit
Award, addresses the attendees in his Viking hat.
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The 112th-annual picnic of the Skagit
County Pioneer Association took place on
Thursday, Aug. 4, 2016, at Pioneer Park in
LaConner. Maynard Axelson, president, presided over the program. This year the Johnson
family of Cedardale—Alfred, Herman, Edvin,
and Ida—was honored as Pioneer Family of
the Year. Don Wick of Mount Vernon was
honored with the Pioneer Spirit Award.
The year was 1888 when Herman and
Alfred Johnson left their native land in Oster Tolerud, Sweden. They took the route
of many in those days—sailing the Atlantic
Ocean and entering America through New
York City, with a destination of San Francisco. In time, they headed north, spent time in
Tacoma, and, in 1891, arrived in Cedardale,
an area south of Mount Vernon, Washington.
Their brother Ed followed in 1889. Alfred’s
wife, Augusta; children; and sister, Ida, arrived in 1890. Ida Johnson traveled a different path: Tacoma, San Francisco, then Dawson, Yukon Territory, and, after marriage in
1908, moved to Skagit County.
For the program, the grandchildren of
the Johnson family led the crowd with the
flag salute. Knut Bell, a local country music
singer, sang a special tribute to Larry Johnson, his barber when Johnson owned the
“Gay 90s Barbershop” in Mount Vernon.
Larry, who now lives on Johnson Island,
Lake Cavanaugh, was the family spokesman.
He reflected on what life was like when he
was young—how the people lived, how they
helped each other, and worked together. The
Johnsons farmed and he talked about driving
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Finger in the Pie
fiction by Sara-Mae Tuson

Britt

opens the fridge to
get the butter. She
pauses, considering. The severed head is
at an oblique angle, leaning on the bread.
Squashing it. She frowns and grabs the end
of the loaf, yanking it out. The head, with
its dark hair and yellowed eyes, sags onto
the open tub of cottage cheese. Taking
the butter out, she yells, “Ando? You want
peanut butter or that new marmalade?”
“The one with the ginger?”
She twists the jar towards her so that
she can see the label. There is a smear of
red on it. “Yep.”
“Okay.”
Ando loves ginger.
She goes over to the kitchen drawer
and opens it. She has to flick aside two fingers to get to the knife. Sighing, she wipes
her hands on the front of her jeans. They
always feel so cold and clammy. As she waits
for the toast to pop up, she rubs her head.
It’s bad today.

When

she’d gotten up this
morning to wash her
face, the bathtub was full. The tap dripped
into a pool of red water. A wave of nausea
passed over her as she stared at the headless
torso, unable to look away.
“What’s the matter, sweetheart?”
Ando came up behind her, wrapping his
arms around her waist. He smoothed her
hair behind her ear with a warm hand.
She usually tried not to let him catch her
frozen like this. He moved around and
looked down at her, blocking the bathtub
from view.
“What is it, honey? What do you see?”
He swallowed painfully. “It’s okay, you can
tell me. I won’t be angry.”
She remembered the breathing exercises the doctor had taught her. His anxious smile dimpled at her.
“Nothing. Just having an absent moment.” He hugged her tightly, and she felt
the strength in his arms. He was so good
to her, so good and strong. He put up with
so much.
She closed the shower curtain over
the bath and resolutely began to brush her
teeth, while he padded over to the toilet
to relieve himself. He smiled at her over
his shoulder as she finished up at the sink.
She licked over the smooth, clean surfaces
of her canines. She had to concentrate on
small pleasures like this, even as her symptoms got worse.

The

first time she had one of her
visions was over a year ago.
She and Ando had been married six
months, although she was pretty sure he
would never have gone through with it
if he’d known what a nutcase she’d turn

out to be. Instead, he’d stuck with
her through sickness and mental
health.

She’d

come home early, hoping to surprise him. He
was a carpenter who
made luxury furnishings,
an artisan with clients
all over the world. His
workshop was in their garden and he’d often work late into
the night. She wasn’t supposed to
disturb him, but she just couldn’t
wait to show him the lingerie set
she’d picked out in Lindex Grenson.
She remembered staring at herself in the
bedroom mirror, hoping he’d like what he
saw. Her honey blonde hair was ruffled up
the way he liked it, with glossy tendrils
falling over her shoulders, the red ribbons
from the black balconette bra falling over
her stomach. I could definitely be more
toned, she thought, sucking her gut in.
Still, she was satisfied with the effect. Ando
loves my curves.
That was when she heard a noise, the
scrape of a chair downstairs. She giggled in
anticipation. Tiptoeing over to the staircase, she looked down into the hallway by
the back door. Ando was drinking a beer,
his white vest discoloured by sweat and
dark stains. The stains looked an awful lot
like…blood?
“Ando! Are you okay? Did you hurt
yourself?” He jumped, dropping the bottle.
“Damn it, Britt! Look what you made
me do!”
That’s when she saw the woman’s
hand lying on the floor near his boot. The
fingers veered out in distorted angles, as
though broken. The wrist ended suddenly
and blood seeped from the ragged chunks
of muscle below it.
“Ando? What…what’s going on?”
He stared up at her, as though surprised. “Never mind, babe, it’s not a big
deal,” he said. “I’ll clean it up.”
He walked calmly into the living
room. She took a few steps down the stairs.
I have to get out of here. Something bad is
happening. Just as she stepped onto the
cool tiles at the bottom of the stairs, Ando
came back from the kitchen. “Sweetheart,
no!” he barked, dropping the dustpan and
brush. He grabbed her and lifted her up.
So strong.
“Let me go!” she screamed.
“Britt! Calm down, there’s glass on the
floor! I don’t want you to cut yourself.”
He picked her up and swung her over
his shoulder, her flailing hands twisted,
trapped under his arm. Kissing the side
of her hip, he chuckled. “Red lace, huh?

Illustration:
Liz Argall

Did you have something special planned
for me?”
She stared at the hand as it lay on the
floor by the door. Has he killed someone?
Why? None of it made any sense. And now
he’s going to kill me too!
“Don’t worry, as soon as I clean up all
the glass I’ll be right up.” He tossed her
onto the bed and winked at her. Then he
locked the door behind him.
“I’ll be back soon.”

That

was a year ago. She pinches the skin between her
eyes and tries to concentrate.
She’d called the police and they’d
searched the house. They hadn’t found the
hand or any other body parts. Admittedly,
they hadn’t looked very hard once Ando
had told them about her mental health issues.
She’d been put on suicide watch after
her father had died. It was still there, she
imagined, in some file somewhere. The
words that damned her as being “unstable,”
“delusional,” “hysterical.” Ando talked to
the police in a hushed voice. “She’s been
under a lot of pressure at work lately. It’s
no wonder she… but I can’t believe that
she’d say those awful things. I mean I’m
not perfect, but…” He broke down, sobbing. She saw the cops turn their heads to
look at her, standing in the doorway. Ando
tried to cover up the signs of his distress,
scrubbing his eyes with the back of his
hands. “Sweetheart. It’s okay. They get it;
it was all a misunderstanding. Wasn’t it?”
When he came towards her she screamed
and screamed.
Mrs. Knutson told her it was pretty
common to hallucinate. When the anti-

psychotic drugs she’d prescribed had failed
to work, Britt had just stopped taking
them. It makes no difference, she thought
dully. And besides, I feel clearer without
them.

it

happened about once every three
months. She would find different
body parts, from different women, all over
the house. She hardly used the freezer anymore because it was so packed with limbs.
Blonde hair, red, brunette, hazel eyes,
brown, green, blue. She found fingers under the bed and in the closet.
Now she was numb to it. She went
about her business and got on with things
because when she didn’t, Mrs. Knutson
threatened to have her committed, for her
own good.

Once,

she overheard Ando
speaking to her therapist on the phone. “No, she still won’t…
won’t be intimate with me. I know…is
there no way, no other medication you can
put her on that would help with that? It’s
just…I miss the way she was. Sometimes
she still looks at me like I’m a monster.”
He sighed, and Britt went up and put her
arms around him. It wasn’t his fault that
she was like this.
“I’m sorry, love,” she whispered. “I’ll
try harder.”

Tonight,

she is making
him his favor-

continued on next page >
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< continued from last page
ite: blueberry pie with clotted cream. He
deserves it. He puts up with so much.
She fetches the blueberry compote she’d
made the night before. She pauses, her
hand outstretched. There’s a finger in
the mixture. The nail bed is stained blue.
Wrinkling her nose, Britt grabs the plate
and takes it to the counter. It’s not there,
she tells herself. It’s only in my mind. She
counts to ten under her breath, then takes
the pastry out of the fridge, unrolls it onto
the pie dish, pressing it down into shape,
then trimming the edges that stick out
over the sides.
“What are you up to in there?” Ando
yells from the living room. She can hear
the commentators yipping excitedly and
the roar of the crowd. Norway vs Belgium
in the Euros.
“It’s a surprise.”
He laughs. She waits for a moment,
wondering if he’ll come in to investigate.
Sometimes he gets a bit antsy leaving her
alone in a room full of knives. She rubs the
scars on her wrists. He’d always said they
were proof of her strength, evidence that
she was a survivor. Smiling, she picks up
the dark indigo mixture and after a second
or two, dumps it onto the pie base. Then
she fishes out the finger and puts it to one
side. It is slimy with sugary juices. After
she’s placed the pie crust on top of the
mixture, she takes the finger and plunges
it right into the centre of the pastry case.
Then she pops the whole thing into the
oven and looks at her watch. Only 50
minutes to wait.

Ando

pokes his head in the
door. “I like it when
you get all domestic on me,” he says, inhaling. “Blueberry pie!” he comes in and
hoists her up in his arms, smiling. “There’s
something in the bedroom I want you to
see.” She stifles the feeling of nausea that
overtakes her and forces a smile onto her
face. “We can’t be too long or the pie will
burn.”
“Oh, this won’t take long,” he says,
with a wicked grin.

“You’ve

got to realize
what an impact this is having on Ando,” Mrs. Knutson said. It was a familiar refrain. “Now,
you’ve been in this hospital before and I
know how much you hate losing your independence. If you had any other family
I’d give you the option of going to them,
but there is simply no one else willing to
keep an eye on you.”
“I can’t go back to him.”
Mrs. Knutson sighed, and took off her
glasses, raking an elegant hand through her
iron-gray hair. “Ando is not a killer, Britt.
You know, most people would have left
you here for good, after what happened.”
Britt hugged herself as she stared out of
the window. She could see him waiting

for her outside in the parking lot. Leaning
on his old Ford truck, his hands clasped
together, grasping a wilting bunch of flowers. “It’s up to you. You can stay here in the
hospital, possibly indefinitely…or you can
go home and be with your husband.”
Britt closed her eyes. “Fine. I’ll go,”
she said.
She felt Mrs. Knutson’s hand on her
arm. “I think you’ve made the best choice,
my dear. That man out there really loves
you.”

Welcome to the Neighborhood!

The

body is sprawled across the
bed, one leg gone, the other
bent at an odd angle. For once, the head is
still attached to the body.
It is Mrs. Knutson, her iron-gray hair
spread across the pillow. Ando picks up a
small velvet box, which lay near her therapist’s pale, outstretched arm. He turns towards her. “Lately, it seems like I’ve finally
got the old Britt back. You’ve been doing
so much better. We…I thought we could
renew our vows. Start over. I can take my
work anywhere, after all. I thought we
could move abroad. There’s nothing keeping us here. You can make new friends,
maybe get another job. We can leave tomorrow if you like.”
It’s really hard to keep her eyes on him
and the box. A normal woman would be
grabbing at the winking stone. Giggling.
The most she can manage is a weak smile.
He sighs in relief, pushing the ring onto
her middle finger beside her old engagement ring.
“It’s a sapphire, to match your eyes.”
He kisses her, letting his hands slide down
her body. If she angles her head just right,
she can see Mrs. Knutson’s cold, dead eyes
staring out at her from across the room.

the

Hearthstone
Retirement Living
at Seattle’s Green Lake

6720 E Green Lake Way N
Seattle, WA 98103
www.hearthstone.org

(206) 517-2213

Komme i for en tur og lunsj!

That

night she cuts off a huge
slice of blueberry pie for
him, ensuring that he gets the piece with
the finger on it. The ring glints on the pale
digit, the jewel sparkling in the light.
“Thanks, babe, this looks delicious,”
he says, taking the plate from her.
When she comes to clear it away, it’s
wiped clean. There on the table is the ring
box; inside, the ring. She leans forwards
and rubs at the spot of blood smudging
the huge stone, then closes it with a snap.
Sara-Mae Tuson has had
short fiction and articles
published in a wide range
of magazines and anthologies, including the Salt
Anthology Overheard, the
Emma Press Anthology of
Mildly Erotic Verse, and
was long-listed for the Short Fiction Award in
2014. She is a freelance editor and copy-writer,
and is currently with the Blake Friedmann Literary Agency, working on her debut novel, “a
dark and riveting semi-dystopian young adult
adventure.”

.. et ﬂott sted å bo!
Áegis of Shoreline
14900 1st Avenue NE
Shoreline, WA 98152
206-367-6700
AegisofShoreline.com
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Sarpsborg is 1000 years old!

Leslee Lane Hoyum
Rockford, Minn.

“Today Sarpsborg is a vibrant city in
Østfold,” said His Majesty King Harald V
during the ribbon cutting ceremony of the
Genesis sculpture in Sarpsborg. “The sculptor produced a young Olav as a contemporary young man with great potential and ambitious goals for the future. It suits the occasion well, especially when one has reached a
significant age, as is the case with Sarpsborg.
“On a spring day in 1016, King Olav
Haraldsson, later St. Olav, sailed up the
Glomma River with his Viking ship,” continued His Majesty. “On his way along the
river, he spied a promontory with a huge
waterfall, Sarpefossen. He saw it as an ideal
place to build a castle. He built a 2,133-footlong and 23-foot-high wall that enclosed the
whole area. Inside he plotted out streets and
lots so that merchants and craftsmen could
settle there.
“King Olav Haraldsson also established
a church and a royal residence with a large
farm, which he named Borg. The close proximity to the waterfalls gave Sarpsborg its
name, ‘The city by the falls,’” King Harald
conveyed.
Thousands of Sarpsborg residents and
visitors watched as King Harald cut the ribbon at the dedication of the Genesis sculpture. Thousands more greeted and cheered
him on as he visited Sarpsborg’s new Olav’s
Hall and attended a very special worship service at the ruins of the St. Nikolas Church at
Borgarsyssel Museum. Thereafter, the king
took leave, but the festivities continued.
It was a week to promote understanding,
which included a peace forum and family
reunions. A week of culture with art exhibits, street performers, and concerts. It was
a week of religious reflection with special
worship services in all churches of all faiths,
and it celebrated the return of the Sarpsborg

pilgrims who followed St. Olav’s path to
his resting place in the Nidaros Cathedral in
Trondheim. And, of course, history was relived in the Viking village and through lectures that allowed people to not only understand their past but also realize that they are
creating a legacy for tomorrow. But, most
certainly, at the heart of the celebration were
the people of Sarpsborg.
It has been an honor to tell you about
my grandfather Johannes Olsen Lanne’s
(John Lane) hometown of Sarpsborg these
past few years. There still are events that will
celebrate Sarpsborg during 2016, but the
week of July 25 was extraordinary. I highly
encourage you to put Sarpsborg on your “go

Photo: Thomas Andersen
Medieval street performers were found throughout the town and at Hafslund Park. They drew hundreds
and hundreds of spectators. Their routines included everything from stilt walking to acrobatics to fire
breathing.

to” list for future trips to Norway. Its history
is fascinating, it’s one of Norway’s leading
industrial cities, and its people are kind and
reserved.
I personally want to thank the following people for all the help I received over the
years: Mayor Sindre Martinsen-Evje, former
mayor Jan Engsmyr, Unni Elisabeth Skaar,
Siri Braadland Harborg, Erling Bakken,
Morten Nielsen, Henrik Diskerud Meyer,
Hilde Øisang, Marry Raadahl, Helge Skånlund, Kai Robert Johansen, Thomas Andersen, The Norwegian American and, most
of all, my husband, George Hoyum. For all
of them and the people of Sarpsborg, I say,
Gratulerer med tusenårsjubileet!

Photos: Thomas Andersen
Above: His Majesty cuts the ribbon to officially
dedicate the Genesis statue, created by sculptor
Erik Modal.
Below: A peace forum was held at the Sarpsborg
Church. Sarpsborg, as we all know, was the meeting place for early peace talks between Palestine
and Israel. The moderator was Borg Bishop Atle
Sommerfeldt and his two panelists were General
Secretary of the Norwegian Christian Democratic
Party Hilde Frafjord Johnson, who spoke about
South Sudan, and Dr. Mitri Raheb, pastor of the
ELCA Christmas Church in Bethlehem, Palestine,
who has been waiting 50 years for peace in his
homeland.
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Photo: Thomas Andersen
Left: The concert ended with a myriad of fireworks for the more
than 5,000 people who attended... rain and all.

Photo: Thomas Andersen
Left: Everyone was afraid, yet fascinated, by the Nordic seafarers who in Viking times raided and traded
across wide areas of northern, central, and eastern
Europe. For some reason no one seemed to fear these
modern-day Vikings.

Photo: Thomas Andersen
Above: The pilgrims return to Tune Kirke. A large group of Sarpings
followed the path of St. Olav to Nidaros Cathedral in Trondheim,
his final resting place.
Left: Local dance organizations also played a large part in the presentation of Carmina Burana.

Photos: (above) Thomas Andersen, (left) courtesy of Atlier Glyllensten Stahl
Above: The pièce de résistance was an extraordinary concert featuring Carmina Burana composed by
Carl Orff. It is a scenic cantata based on 24 poems from the medieval collection by the same name. The
Norwegian youth symphony orchestra and chorus from all of Østfold played. The evening’s mistress of
ceremonies was Haddy N’jie, a very popular Norwegian singer, songwriter, and journalist.
Right: Of course one must not forget the 100 paintings that comprised the Pensel & Penn exhibit. Local
artists using a variety of mediums celebrated Sarpsborg’s history. Here Artist Elisabeth Gyllensten captured the fleeing citizenry. The Nordic Seven-Year War between Sweden and Denmark-Norway brought
a demand that Sarpsborg pay a fire tax. When it could not pay, the Swedes burned down the city.
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Steak—an American
staple with Norse roots

Volume 2

With 21 classic folk tales, fairy tales, and trolls from Norway in Norwegian and English, “Tuss og Troll” is now
serialized in the Norwegian American Weekly’s Norwegian Language Corner. The stories are from the collections
of Peter Christen Asbjørnsen and Jørgen Moe, and retold by Øyvind Dybvad, Gard Espeland, Velle Espeland,
Johannes Farestveit, and Nana Rise-Lynum. Translated by Alexander Knud Huntrods and Odd-Steinar Dybvad
Raneng. Illustrated by Solveig Muren Sanden, Jens R. Nilssen, and Ralph A. Styker. “Tuss og Troll” was edited,
designed, and published by Deb Nelson Gourley of Astri My Astri publishing. Copyright © Norsk Barneblad.

Rauderev og Oskeladden
del 4 av 7

Redfox and the Ash-lad
part 4 of 7

Men no fekk sauene svi for det. Trollet jaga dei over alle haugar og hamrar
heile natta. Då var nokre av dei andre tenarane ute att og sa at Oskeladden visste
råd for sauene og, om han berre ville. —
Hadde han sagt det, skulle han gjera det,
meinte kongen.
Det var ikkje anna råd, Oskeladden
måtte til med timian att. Men det vart
det mest ingen ende på, for etter kvart
han batt timian på sauene, åt dei det
av kvarandre att. Men til sist gjorde han
smurning av timian og tjøre og smurde
dei inn med, og dei let det vera.
Så hende det ein dag at kongen reid
ut på jakt. Då miste han vegen og kom
på villstrå i skogen. Han reid omkring i
mange dagar og hadde korkje mat eller
drikke, og kleda for så ille i kjerr og klunger at til slutt hadde han mest ikkje filla på
kroppen lenger.
Då kom trollet og sa at om det fekk
det fyrste kongen møtte når han kom
heim att, skulle han sleppa attende til
kongsgarden. Ja, det skulle trollet få, for
kongen tenkte at det vart nok den vesle
hunden hans, som støtt pla koma rennande til møtes med han.
Men då han kom så nær kongsgarden at dei kunne sjå han, gjekk eldste
kongsdottera ut og ville møta far sin. Då
kongen fekk sjå at ho var den fyrste, vart
han så ille ved at han stupte i bakken med
det same, og sidan den tid var han mest
som ein halvtulling.
Om kvelden skulle trollet koma og
henta kongsdottera, og ho var pynta og
sat på ei eng ute ved tjørna og gret og bar
seg ille. Det var ein som heitte Rauderev
som skulle følgja henne, men han var så
redd at han kleiv opp i ei tømmergran, og
der vart han sitjande.

Well, the sheep had now to pay for
this. The troll chased them over all the
hills and crags throughout the night.
Some of the servants were up and saw
this and told the king that the ash-lad
had said he had advice about the sheep
as well, but only if he could be bothered
to. “If he has said it, then he better do it,”
said the king.
There just was no other way out; the
ash-lad just had to use the thyme again.
But this was not helping, because as soon
as he put the thyme on the sheep they
would eat it off each other. So finally, he
made a paste from thyme and tar and
rubbed it over the sheep. This they let
alone.
Then one day the king was out hunting on his horse. He missed the path and
became lost in the forest. He rode around
for many days and had neither food nor
drink, and his clothes fared badly in bushes and brambles, so that in the end he
had barely a rag left on his body.
Then the troll came and said to the
king, that if he would be given the first
thing that the king met when he came
home again, he would let the king ride
back to his farm. Aye, this the troll could
have, because the king thought that it
would just be his little dog, which always
came running out to greet him.
But when he came so close to his
farm that they could see him, the eldest
princess wanted to go and meet her father. When the king saw that she was
the first to come, he became so ill that
he immediately fell to the ground, and
since that time he would for most act like
a half-wit.
In the evening the troll was to come
and collect the princess, and she was
dressed up and sitting in a meadow near
the small pond, crying and howling.
There was one who was called Redfox,
who was to keep her company, but he
was so frightened that he climbed up a
pine tree, and there he stayed.
$29.95 with FREE shipping in the U.S.A.
www.astrimyastri.com

M. Michael Brady
Asker, Norway

Photo courtesy of Keens Steakhouse
Keens Steakhouse front entrance.

The steak is a great American staple, so
In modern English, the word house
much so that restaurants specialized in serv- evolved directly from the Old English hús, as
ing it are called steakhouses. Unsurprisingly, did the similar modern Norwegian word hus.
New York has more steakhouses than any However, the Old Norse word steik, meanother city, as the first ones started there in ing “a large piece of meat,” led to differing
the late 19th century. They are so numerous modern words. In Norwegian, the connection
that the Gayot culinary guide annually lists was direct, resulting in the modern noun stek,
the top ten. Among them is the granddaddy a large piece of meat, and in the modern verb
of them all, Keens Steakhouse on West 36th steke, meaning to grill, fry, roast, or bake. In
Street in Manhattan, opened in 1885. Through English, the connection to the modern noun
the years it has assembled the world’s largest also was direct, leading to the word steak. But
collection of churchwarden pipes checked in starting in the early 15th century, there was a
by customers, a tradition dating back to the change of meaning, due most likely to a difchophouses of the 1690s in London.
ference of cookery tradition. A steak was not
Across the country there are more than a large piece of meat, but rather a slice of it.
40 steakhouse chains and as many indepen- There was no parallel evolution to a verb; by
dent steakhouses, in small towns as well as the early 18th century, one spoke of boiling or
big cities. There’s a giant, the Big Texan Steak roasting steaks, the predecessors of the barbeRanch, opened in 1960 on Route 66 in Ama- cuing and grilling of today.
rillo, Texas, and now known for its stretch CaThat etymologic nuance led to a modern
dillacs and gourmand eating contests.
lexicographic curiosity. There is no native
The prominence of the steakhouse on the Norwegian word for steakhouse, so the laneveryday scene led to its becoming known guage uses the loanword unchanged: steakaround the world as a cornerstone of Ameri- house. There’s even a Norwegian chain of
can cuisine, and there now are steakhouses restaurants named Big Horn Steakhouse, 24
even in France. That said, the origins of the in cities across the country and one in the city
two words forming the compound word of Puerto Rico on the Spanish island of Gran
steakhouse lie elsewhere, in Old Norse, and Canaria about 93 miles off the northwest coast
13.NAW.Holand.CMYK.27Oct2015.qxp_Layout 1 10/27/15 7:51 PM Page 1
their paths through history to modern lan- of Africa, a popular Norwegian vacation desguages differ.
tination.

WINNER of 2 National Awards!

History of the Norwegian Settlements
By Hjalmar Rued Holand

• Immigrants in the Midwest 1830-1870
• 512 pgs, hardcover, 6″x9″, Smyth sewn
• Includes 32 pgs of full-colored maps
• = $39.95 with FREE shipping in the USA
The 63-chapter non-fiction book lets readers
trace the trails of 3,800 indexed immigrants
through Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota
and the Dakotas as they explore new frontiers
and tame the wilderness. Along the way lurk
killer diseases, grasshopper plagues, prairie
fires and loneliness. Thanks to this book,
countless Norwegian-Americans will be able
to learn more about their own heritage from
these pioneer sagas. In English only.
Call, send a check or visit website
Made in America!
Astri My Astri Publishing
Deb Nelson Gourley
602 3rd Ave SW, Waukon, IA 52172

www.astrimyastri.com
Phone: 563-568-6229
gourleydeb@gmail.com
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« If the bread is bad, life also becomes bad. »

< Nødnett
Fra side 2

– Jan Kjærstad

Pondus

Ah! Lunch
time! Got
something
exciting in
your box
today, Hugo?

I should say
so, Ivar! I was
in the zone
in the kitchen
this morning!

by Frode Øverli

That is a
crazy nice
slice, Hugo!

Holy moley! Star-shaped
cucumber! Did you cut
that yourself, Hugo?
Yep! With a neat thingamajig I
got from Mom for Christmas!

Ivar! I want you
to have this
star-cucumber
on your Nugatti
sandwich!

Wooow! Gorgeous, Hugo! Both
decoration and nutrition in one!

Lunch

Yes, vegetables
are smart things!
Just like us, Ivar!

by Børge Lund
...spends on bathroom breaks
increased by over 40%.

...In the same period we
have seen a tripling of
stomach and bowel issues
among men aged...

After the introduction of the
smart phone into the workplace,
the time every employee...

Hjalmar

Oh! Nearly crashes!
Vvvrrrooooom!

Rroaarrrr!
Wwhooosh

Up in the air!
Zoooom

Han Ola og Han Per

Well I should
say so. And
how steady
and nice he is.

by Nils Axle Kanten

pressevakt Tina Kjensli Dyrseth i DNK.
Nettet er fremdeles i en utbyggingsfase,
og nye brukergrupper er i ferd med å bli
inkludert i systemet.
BT skrev at alle aksjonene ved Trolltunga er i ferd med å slite kraftig på de frivillige
Røde Kors-mannskapene.
Anders Nondal i Tyssedal Røde Kors
Hjelpekorps mener private helikoptersel
skaper i mange tilfeller kunne erstattet Sea
King-redningshelikopter og Luftambulanse.
— Ofte er det unødvendig å sende inn
redningshelikopter når det er snakk om noen
som har vonde knær og bare skal transporteres ut. Da kan det være bedre å bruke et
privat helikopter i stedet for å la frivillige
bakkemannskaper bære rundt på folk i timevis. Det kunne vært gjort langt oftere.
Han legger til at det også ville frigjort
kapasitet for Luftambulansen og Sea King,
slik at de kunne være i beredskap til de mest
alvorlige oppdragene.
Lensmann Kvalvik sier ideen er drøftet
med Hovedredningssentralen flere ganger,
og at det er både fordeler og ulemper ved å
bruke private helikopterselskaper.
— Ofte har lokale helikoptre kortere
utrykningstid, og i noen tilfeller er det en
klar fordel å bruke dem. Samtidig er de enkle
maskiner som er beregnet på ren transport.
Hvis det for eksempel dreier seg om flyving i
mørket, har de klare begrensninger sammenlignet med Sea King, sier Kvalvik.
Han påpeker likevel at tendensen er økt
bruk av private helikoptre.
— Det er positivt at de kan avlaste
Røde Kors, som får en tung belastning med
alle oppdragene i fjellet. Men det er Hoved
redningssentralen som avgjør dette for hvert
enkelt oppdrag, sier lensmannen.
Redningsleder Trond Bjørnøy ved
Hovedredningssentralen Sør-Norge sier de
vurderer fra gang til gang hvilke ressurser de
har tilgjengelig, og at private helikoptre blir
leid inn når det er behov.

< asylmottak
Fra side 2

So, you refuse to eat?
Then we have to use dirty
tricks! OK, here comes the
airplane . . . Vrrrooom!

It’s scary how
fast you plow
with Napoleon.

19

Vroo. . .
Uh, Jens?
Took off 10 minutes ago.

by Peter J. Rosendahl, with new translations by John Erik Stacy

Ho, ho, Napoleon!
Oh, it’s just a
mouse, Per.

Rundt 12 000 plasser står ledige på mottak over hele landet. Samtidig bosettes et
stort antall flyktninger og asylsøkere i kommunene. De siste månedene har rundt 60 personer meldt seg som asylsøkere i Norge hver
uke. De fyller i liten grad opp alle de ledige
plassene.
UDI har for de fleste mottak kontraktfestet 3 måneders oppsigelsesfrist. Det vil
si at en rekke arbeidsplasser forsvinner ved
utgangen av november.
Blant mottakene det trolig ikke lenger er
behov for, er de store transittmottakene Lys
aker utenfor Oslo, Forus i Stavanger, Raumyr ved Kongsberg og Landås i Bergen.
Direktoratet opplyser at nedbyggingen
primært berører ordinære mottak, men at enkelte mottak for enslige mindreårige og transittmottak også vil bli lagt ned.
UDI planla for ankomst av 33 000 asylsøkere i år. Tallet har vært nedjustert flere
ganger. Først til 25 000, deretter til 10 000
rett før sommeren. Holder antall ankomster
seg på dagens nivå, vil det bare komme rundt
3500 asylsøkere til Norge i år.
I dag har UDI 235 asylmottak over hele
landet. 139 av dem er ordinære mottak og 82
er mottak og avdelinger for enslige mindre
årige. I tillegg kommer 14 transittmottak og
to ankomstsentre.
Dette utgjør 29 000 faste plasser og 6 200
stykkprisplasser. Per i dag er seks av ti plasser i bruk, ifølge direktoratet.

It started with New Nordic cuisine and design.
Now aquavit, the Spirit of the Nordics, has become
the New Nordic drink of choice.

LINIE AQUAVIT
Norwegian icon

AALBORG TAFFEL
Danish classic

JUBILÆUM
Danish classic

Try Linie mixed
with ginger ale

Try Taffel mixed
in a Bloody Mary

Try Jubilæum
mixed with tonic

Finally
available
in USA

Finally
available
in USA

Can’t you find Linie or Aalborg on the shelf? Ask your retailer to order it!
US distributor: Sazerac Company, info@sazerac.com
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A taste of Norway

Old Scandinavian, New Nordic
The intersection between traditional and modern proves inspiring
Daytona Strong

Taste of Norway Editor
Some years ago, when I was coming into my
own as a Norwegian-American home cook, resources
were pretty limited, at least in the big bookstores and
the library. The books I did find smelled of decades,
their paper and ink shaded with the timestamp of age.
They were good books, to be sure, including the tall,
slim The Cooking of Scandinavia (1974) from Time
Life Books, with an accompanying spiral notebook of
recipes, a pairing that seemed as much encyclopedia
as cookbook. But many were dated and the cuisine
seemed forgotten by publishers at the time.
As I searched more and cooked from my growing collection, I also became interested in New Nordic
cuisine. It seemed to me that there were two primary
camps: traditional Scandinavian cooking and New Nordic. Eventually many cookbooks started coming out, and
I wondered why none seemed to satisfactorily explore
the intersection of these branches or reflect the modern
cooking that might reside someplace in between.
I saw that shift begin to happen last year with
the release of The Nordic Cookbook by Magnus Nilsson—two star chef of Sweden’s celebrated restaurant
Fäviken—and Fire and Ice: Classic Nordic Cooking
by Darra Goldstein. To create his 768-page hardcover,

Nilsson researched and traveled for years, collecting
recipes and stories. The world-famous chef aimed to
showcase what people truly eat in the Nordic countries, not an idealized version that he saw in so many
of the English-language cookbooks he collected in
his research (the Time Life book was one of the few
that he thought represented the food well). The Nordic Cookbook has become the resource I reach for time
and time again for information on a particular recipe
or ingredient. Likewise, Fire and Ice unquestionably
represents the traditional, but in a way that’s deeply
rooted in place and puts the recipes in context. Goldstein, professor of Russian at Williams College and
founding editor of Gastronomica: The Journal of Food
and Culture, managed to preserve the traditional—the
roots that inspired the food that those emigrating from
the Nordic countries passed from one generation to the
next—while updating their presentation and context.
The book is fresh and modern in its appearance, the
recipes straightforward and sound.
Satisfied that I was beginning to see the links between traditional and modern explored, I began asking
chefs and cookbook authors for their thoughts on these
different yet connected branches of Nordic cooking.

A New Nordic
“A lot of the practices of New Nordic cuisine—the
idea of going out and foraging and looking to nature for
what it can offer, even if it seems like it’s this cold, barren place with a difficult climate, it actually, you know
it has extraordinary riches,” Goldstein said. “Just think
about all the seafood, all the river and lake fish, the
mushrooms, the berries—they’re just extraordinary.”
But on the topic of New Nordic cuisine, she said
that while it’s very chef-driven and exciting, it’s not
reflective of how people cook at home.
“They’re working with a lot of unusual ingredients that most people aren’t necessarily gathering. Like
when I had a meal at Noma, to make a sweet-and-sour
caramelized onion dish they had these beautiful onions
that were really sweet but to give that sour taste they
sprinkled them with ants. You know no one is really
eating that way at home,” she said.
“Also lemons and all of these warm spices like
cardamom and cinnamon and ginger that we so associate with Christmas and the gløgg and things like that
came into Scandinavia really early on because there

See > new nordic, page T2
Photo: Tina Stafrèn / Visitnorway.com
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New Nordic: cuisine at the intersection between traditional and modern
< new nordic
From page T1

was so much trade. So to ignore those I think
doesn’t reflect Scandinavian home cooking.
But the intersection would be a focus on local ingredients and on age-old techniques,
but in a way taken to the extreme by the New
Nordic chefs where it remains more mainstream for regular folks.”
Beginnings
One can hardly write about New Nordic
without exploring Noma, the Copenhagen
restaurant at the center of the movement’s origins. Founded in 2003 by René Redzepi and
Claus Meyer, the restaurant has earned the
tittle of world’s best restaurant several times.
Meyer was also behind 2004’s “Manifesto
for the New Nordic Cuisine,” and recently
opened Agern and the Great Northern Food
Hall in New York. He summed up the cuisine:
“New Nordic cuisine is a set of guiding principles which speaks to sourcing, collaboration, the concept of time and place in cooking,
and the idea of serving a purpose larger than
the food itself or the restaurant,” he said.
I asked Meyer about the gap between
traditional Scandinavian, or perhaps what a
lot of people think of as Scandinavian-American cooking, and New Nordic cuisine.
“We explored and unfolded it in Scandinavia as a start but found out that the principles behind it are universal and can travel
(that’s what we did in Bolivia for instance
with restaurant Gustu, unlocking the flavors
of Bolivia and creating a new Bolivian cuisine)—which I think is the fundamental difference to traditional Scandinavian cooking,
where recipes and special dishes have been
handed down for generations,” he said.
“I would say there is a crossover
though—some of the old Nordic techniques
such as fermentation, pickling, and smoking are being used in modern Nordic cooking—because it’s a way to get back to really
making the most out of simple ingredients,
unfolding deliciousness.”
Unlearning stereotypes
Much of the Scandinavian food served
in the U.S. seems like it could exist in a time
capsule. I mentioned that to the speakers at
the Nordic Culinary Conference at Seattle’s
Nordic Heritage Museum this past spring,
including Andreas Viestad, Norwegian-born
food writer, restauranteur, and host of the
television series New Scandinavian Cooking.

Photos: (left) Daytona Strong, (above) CH / Visitnorway.com
Left: A traditional lutefisk dinner, often the first thing to spring to mind when
one thinks of typical Norwegian cuisine.
Above: Still fish, but a more modern preparation and presentation. New Nordic focuses on using high-quality ingredients that are local and seasonal.

Viestad responded, “When I was in Seattle the first time, people came up to me and
they said, ‘Hi, I’m Scandinavian and I love
Scandinavia, I love Norwegian food, but
don’t you ever get tired of potetpølse?’ And
it’s like what, potato sausage, huh? And one
thing is that I have never tasted it, but I’ve
never heard about it. What you bring with
you is not necessarily representative of the
region or the country, and what survives of
those things is also very few—so you have
like two, three different selection processes.
And lutefisk and potato sausage is at the very
periphery of what I see.”
Nilsson of Fäviken added to the conversation, saying that food is a natural expression of how things are going in society, and
it changes and develops.
“Perhaps if you move to a country and
you take a few things with you that you
cherish and that remind you about the past
and so on, and you try to kind of keep those
unchanged, after a while it becomes really
strange because the rest of the world, like
the origins of those recipes, has changed so

Photo courtesy of the Nordic Heritage Museum
Andreas Viestad was one of many top chefs to share knowledge of Nordic cuisine at a conference held
at Seattle’s Nordic Heritage Museum earlier this year.

much,” he said.
“I also saw this a lot when I was doing
the research for [The Nordic Cookbook], because I bought pretty much anything, everything that has been published in the last 40
years of Scandinavian and Nordic cooking in
English and looked through it and most of it
is not very representative, neither of what’s
eaten in the Nordics today or what was eaten
historically in the Nordics, and that’s quite
interesting. And most of it is written by people who are not from the Nordic region, but
from an outside perspective,” he said.
In a separate interview, Goldstein spoke
about the stereotypes and New Nordic cuisine’s ability to shed new light on the cooking as a whole. And while this cookbook
author is not from Scandinavia, she lived
there for a while and also gives an academic
authority to her work.
“The Scandinavian flavors are actually
really bold and exciting. You have a lot of vinegar, you have a lot of salt, you have a lot of
smoke, you have a lot of muskiness from all
of these things that come from the earth, and
then you have this incredible freshness that
you get seasonally,” Goldstein said. “And so
I think that one of the wonderful things about
New Nordic is that it helped people re-envision what Scandinavian food is all about.”
Many branches, all inspired
Ultimately, there are so many different
ways to look at the food, from ScandinavianAmerican to the chef-driven New Nordic,
and the modern Nordic cooking that reflects
what people eat in those countries today.
At the conference Viestad talked about the
Italian dishes that he had created at his farm in
Norway. Though they looked Italian and were
inspired by his travels, they were created with
ingredients from the area, making them a type
of Italian you could get nowhere other than
in Norway. I asked how he embraces what’s
uniquely Norwegian in his cooking when he’s
in Norway and how Americans can embrace
this idea wherever they live.
“There are at least two different ways

to draw inspiration from the Nordic way of
cooking,” he said. “One is to cook Nordic
dishes. You can have a Nordic restaurant in
Portland, much the same way you can have an
Italian restaurant in Vancouver. But the most
interesting way to be inspired is to look at the
idea behind, which is an ongoing investigation of what your place tastes like. What is
unique to the Pacific Northwest? I don’t know
the answer, but I bet it is delicious.”
Think globally, eat locally
The focus on local flavors is perhaps
that idea that has helped to propel Nordic
cuisine onto the worldwide stage. Simon Bajada, author of the recently released Nordic
Light: Lighter, everyday eating from a Scandinavian kitchen, shared his thoughts on the
movement’s global significance.
“Eating what’s on your doorstep and
when those products are at their best makes
complete sense,” he said. “It’s been amazing to see; I saw Nordic preparations on the
menu of a South East Asian Michelin starred
restaurant recently!”
New Nordic is no longer new, Meyer
pointed out, as it’s over 10 years old. But it
continues to inspire.
“I think it’s up to others to speak to the
significance of the New Nordic cuisine and
Noma,” he said, “but I think it’s fair to say
that as an approach to cooking it has had a
widespread appeal and as a catalyst or instrument to unlock the true potential of a food
culture—it has a lot of potential to change
the food systems of tomorrow.”
Daytona Strong is The Norwegian American’s Taste of
Norway editor. She writes
about her family’s Norwegian heritage through the
lens of food at her Scandinavian food blog, www.outside-oslo.com. Find her on
Facebook (www.facebook.com/OutsideOslo),
Twitter (@daytonastrong), Pinterest (@daytonastrong), and Instagram (@daytonastrong).
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Norwegian coffee culture 101

It’s a golden age for the Scandinavian drink that’s more than just a shot of caffeine
Dianna Walla

Tromsø, Norway
“Skavita’npause?” my Norwegian professor asked, an hour into my level 2 Norwegian language class at the University of
Oslo’s summer school. We blinked at him for
a moment, silent. He slowed it down for us.
“Skal vi ta en pause?” he asked, slowly
and carefully enunciating this time. “Shall
we take a break?”
He was talking about a coffee break, of
course, and he wouldn’t let us take one until we could repeat the question back to him
the way he’d asked it the first time—quickly,
with all the words blurred together, the way
a native speaker would say it. This was a cultural education as much as a linguistic one.
The first thing you learn about lectures over
an hour long in Norway is that there will always be coffee breaks. Coffee is really very
important.
This isn’t news to anyone who grew up
with Scandinavian heritage, but experiencing it firsthand in Norway was still a new experience for me. Norwegians may not have
the cute word that the Swedes do—fika—but
they certainly have the concept of a long coffee break (with treats, of course; many of
Norway’s best coffee shops are also bakeries). The coffee break is a staple.
The coffee being made these days isn’t
quite the same as it was half a century ago,
however. Where uniform packages of preground dark coffee of unknown origin were
once the norm, most coffee shops now carry
beans from single origins, with notes detailing which farm or farms they came from, the
harvest date, how the beans were processed,
and the most forward flavors (“plums, red
apples, and chocolate,” proclaims the bag of
Caballero beans from Honduras in my kitchen
cupboard). These days, the coffee roasters in
Norway and its Scandinavian neighbors are
known for favoring very light roasts—you
could say the beans are “gently roasted”—and
depending on your brew method, the end result may even resemble a dark tea more than
a traditional dark coffee. It’s a trend that’s
catching on in the States, too. Roasting the
beans more gently so that the color stays lighter also means preserving more of the natural
flavors present in the beans before processing.
Coffee beans are just the pits of the fruits of
the coffee plant, after all.
While you can still buy pre-ground mystery beans at Norwegian grocery stores, the
coffee shops are where coffee culture truly
flourishes. While you do see the occasional
laptop in a Norwegian coffee shop, they’re
rare to my American eyes; these spaces are
first and foremost still places to gather and
socialize. As mentioned before, the kaffe
pause is important, and it’s truly a break
from work. In Tromsø, where I live, the no.
1 ranked restaurant on TripAdvisor is a coffee bar. And while Starbucks has infiltrated
Norway in the last five years (the first location opened at Oslo’s airport in 2011), it has
yet to make it this far north. In the majority

Photos: Dianna Walla
Inside Kaffebønna (above) and Risø (left), two of
the top coffee shops in Tromsø.

@cakeandvikings.

of Norway, local shops and small Norwegian
chains are the rule. In these shops alongside
the coffee beans and baked goods, you’ll find
all manner of equipment for sale in order to
brew the beans yourself at home: everything
from fancy scales and grinders to whatever
brew method you like best, be it Chemex,
Aeropress, or Japanese pour-over drippers
and carafes.
As for the roasters themselves (and the
baristas turning their beans into drinks),
they’re pretty world class—Norwegians often win the World Barista Championships.
It would be impossible to write about Norwegian coffee culture and not mention Tim
Wendelboe, arguably the coffee roaster in
Oslo best known on an international scale.
Named for its founder, Tim Wendelboe provides a sort of archetype for Nordic coffee
culture. On the customer’s end, their single
origin beans are lightly roasted and feature

all the hallmarks of what we’ve come to expect in Norway, although it is admittedly expensive. But there’s good reason for that: on
the supplier’s side, Tim Wendelboe is incredibly invested in making sure the farmers and
cooperatives they purchase from are being
paid a fair price for their beans and their labor. Transparency is the goal, and this model
is an increasingly common one. Wendelboe
himself has even gone one step further: in
2015 he bought a coffee farm in Colombia,
largely as a learning project. It’s an incredibly hands-on approach to learning more
about how the coffee is farmed in order to be
better equipped to process it down the line.
When the supply chain is this transparent
and the coffee is this good, it’s all the more
reason to linger over that cup of coffee with
a friend, savoring the flavor of the brew as
well as the atmosphere and company you’re
sharing it with. So, skal vi ta en pause?

Dianna Walla is a writer
and knitwear designer living and studying in Tromsø, Norway. She writes
about baking at cakeand
vikings.com and about
knitting at paper-tiger.net.
Find her on Instagram at

When in Norway:
OSLO:
• Tim Wendelboe
www.timwendelboe.no
• Fuglen, fuglen.no
BERGEN:
• Bergen Kaffebrenneri
kaffebrenneri.de.gpu.no
TROMSØ:
• Risø, www.risoe-mk.no
• Kaffebønna, www.kaffebonna.no
For more information about Nordic
coffee culture and a larger list of coffee
shops, nordiccoffeeculture.com is a
fantastic resource.

thank you for reading our paper! tusen takk
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Lefse: Norwegian America’s holy bread
Peasant food to some, soft potato flatbread speaks Norwegian to the generations
Judith Gabriel Vinje
Los Angeles

Lefse—there’s nary a Norwegian Amer- to reduced grain imports and a severe famican who doesn’t love the stuff. Defined as a ine. The people learned they could grow pohumble Norwegian potato bread delicacy, it tatoes, and “the Norwegian love affair with
serves an almost sacred function as the pri- the potato was born,” according to Jacobsen.
mary Norwegian-American link to grandparNorway was suffering from the famine
ents and their roots.
about the same time
The velvet ivory
many
Norwegians
rounds with tan polka
started emigrating to
dots from the griddle
the U.S.
emit a subtle scent that
Now, round flatmost find irresistible.
breads had been made
Eagerly anticipatsince Viking days
ed as the starring treat
in Norway. And for
Barbara Wiik, lefse maker
at Christmas dinner—
centuries, the flatoften served with
bread was more like a
lutefisk, and more usually wrapped up into cracker. It would last throughout the winter,
a little tube with butter and sugar—lefse is being stored in wooden boxes or stacked on
successfully making its way through succes- shelves. When you wanted one, you’d dip it
sive generations to hold its place as the most in water and soak between damp cloths until
beloved aspect of Norwegian inheritance.
it was soft again. Not too long ago, all flat
The major connector to Norwegian baked goods were made in the Eldhuset, a
roots among generation after generation of separate house for preparing food. These inAmerican immigrants’ offspring, lefse holds cluded småbrod and flatbrød, which require
a position almost akin to holy bread for mil- no refrigeration.
lions. And for many, it is the only link to
their heritage, often enticing those who crave Lefse today
it to Sons of Norway lodges and ScandinaToday in Norway, those are still some of
vian festivals, and more recently, to searches the many versions of lefse available in superon the internet (where recipes abound, along markets, along with the soft potato variety.
with sources that sell lefse-making equip- And while some Norwegians dismiss lefse
ment as well as lefse itself).
as “peasant food,” a large number of NorweGrandmothers are fondly remembered gian women still make batches of the stuff,
who would make dozens of lefse and mail according to Trond Woxen, an Oslo-based
packages of it around the U.S. to their grand- writer. It is served with jam and cream, or
children around Christmas time. And it is with herring and eggs, as well as salmon,
still a major link to the new generations, as liver paste, cottage cheese, and mayonnaise.
lefse is introduced to Norwegian-American And yes, with sugar and butter. Lefse and
children often in infancy.
lutefisk is a Norse-Minnesota concoction,
Woxen notes, adding that in Norway, “One
Not Viking fare
eats the sturdier lømpe and rakfisk, fresh-waAs much as one thinks of lefse as be- ter fish that has been cured for at least half a
ing part and parcel of Norwegian culture and year, but without the lye that makes lutefisk.”
history, it is in fact a relatively new arrival
Among the Norwegian-American comon the menu. It was definitely not Viking munity, there are many ways to access or
fare, although a variety of wheat-based flat- even make lefse. Scandinavian festivals have
breads were. Flatbread loaves, baked over lefse booths. Sons of Norway lodges make
hot stones or over an open fire, have been lefse, teaching the younger generations how
found in Viking graves.
to roll just right. One lodge in Vancouver,
Potatoes didn’t arrive in Norway un- Wash., uses 60 pounds of potatoes to make
til about 1750, according to Kirsti Lothe lefse once a month!
Jacobsen, senior academic librarian of the
It’s no simple, primitive thing, however.
University of Bergen, who curated an exhi- Making lefse requires some skill, and it also
bition about the potato’s history in Norway requires certain equipment to facilitate the
in 2008, during the United Nations’ Interna- process. Basics include an electric, temperational Year of the Potato.
ture-regulated lefse grill, special rolling pin,
The potato originated in the Andes a lefse turning stick (a long wooden spatula),
Mountains in Latin America. The natives and pastry cloth covers for the rolling board.
had been growing potatoes for 10,000 years All these products are available online. Alwhen the first Europeans arrived. Potatoes though many will remember their grandwere brought to Norway by priests who grew mothers making lefse atop wooden stoves,
them in their parsonages, and hence were using a turning stick whittled by grandfacalled “potato priests” because they spread thers.
the message of the crop from their pulpits.
Making lefse can seem daunting to the
This was a welcome and needed addi- newcomer. Recipes—with dozens of varition to the Norwegian diet, because there ants—abound on the internet.
was rampant scurvy and Vitamin C deficienAnd for those who don’t have time or
cy in Norway at the time. The potato is a sure won’t bother, lefse can be ordered and delivcure for this.
ered right to one’s door. There are countless
Furthermore, the potato was easily culti- suppliers of lefse in the U.S. Granrud’s Lefse
vated in the Norwegian climate and soil. But Shack, for instance, based in the northeastern
at first, it was met with resistance. The potato Montana community of Opheim (pop. 283),
finally became appreciated during the Napo- mails lefse to all 50 states. With four maleonic Wars in the early 19th century, in the chines, production is almost 600 packages a
face of near starvation from British blockSee > lefse, page T10
ades of the seas around Norway, which led

«

»

Roll them
big as a pizza, thin
as a crepe.

Photo: Cara Clove
The family that rolls together—Barbara and Leif Wiik of Los Angeles make lefse an important part of
their diet. Norwegian-born Leif uses it in countless ways. Barbara has taught dozens how to make it.

Lefse fit for a Norwegian
Barbara Wiik of Los Angeles is the chief lefse maker for her Sons of Norway Lodge,
Edvard Grieg #74. She has taught dozens of Norwegian Americans her method and gets lots
of experience because she makes it several times a year.
Says Barbara Wiik: “Why do I make so much lefse? Well, I did marry a guy that was
born in Oslo, Norway, 33 years ago and he loves it with butter and sugar, cheese, peanut
butter, hot dogs, eggs, and anything else he can think of. I also know a few Norwegians who
never seem to have enough lefse during the holidays or when unexpected company shows up
for visits. I also send lefse as Christmas gifts to family and friends. They use it for repairing
the soles of their shoes, missing shingles and tiles on houses, and Frisbies. Add friends, a bit
of aquavit, and lefse you will always have a good time.”
10 lbs. russet potatoes, steamed (I use
a vegetable steamer plate. Add water
to just above the plate and steam
about one hour.)

1 lb. butter
3 tbsps. sugar
3 tsps. salt
2 cups flour

When potatoes are tender, rice them into a large glass bowl adding butter as you go. Use
a glass bowl because plastic bowls sweat and make the potatoes too wet. Add sugar and salt.
Put your gloves on and mix very well. Pat down the potatoes in the bowl, cover with a
paper towel, and leave on kitchen sink overnight. Do not refrigerate. The next morning mix
together 4 cups potatoes with the flour.
Make into 4 oz. balls (use a postage scale if you don’t have a kitchen scale), then start
rolling. I use a piece of marine plywood covered with a piece of sail canvas. Use a wellfloured, square-slotted wooden rolling pin covered with a rolling sock. Roll as large as a
pizza, as thin as a crepe. The thinner the lefse is, the better.
Cook on a lefse griddle or electric pizza maker. If bubbles emerge, pat them down. Cook
both sides. When done stack the lefse between two to four terrycloth towels until all are cool.
You can cut in fours or just fold two or three lefse into a gallon size baggie. I use freezer
baggies if I know they will be frozen a while. Never package your lefse warm—they will get
moldy and be ruined.
There are so many tricks to making lefse. The best way is to watch someone who has
done it for years and then go from there.
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Exploring the foods of Iceland
An interview with food writer and cookbook author Jody Eddy
Sunny Gandara
Arctic Grub

Nordic food has caught on internationally since the advent of New Nordic cuisine in the early 2000s, and a breathtaking,
award-winning cookbook has specifically
illuminated the foods of Iceland. North: The
New Nordic Cuisine of Iceland profiles the
traditional producers of Iceland. Author Jody
Eddy collaborated with celebrated chef Gunnar Karl Gíslason, who is owner of the amazing restaurant Dill in Reykjavík and one of
the leaders in contemporary Nordic cuisine.
The book, which was published in 2014,
won the 2015 IACP Judge’s Choice Award
and features a foreword by Rene Redzepi,
chef-owner of the two Michelin star, worldrenowned restaurant Noma, in Copenhagen,
Denmark.
I met Eddy when we were both in culinary school at the Institute for Culinary Education in NYC in 2005. I’m amazed at what
she has achieved since I first met her over a
decade ago, particularly with her work spotlighting the food of Iceland, and wanted to
share her stories and perspectives with The
Norwegian American.
Sunny Gandara: Tell us a little bit about yourself and how you got started as a food writer.
Jody Eddy: I was a career changer, like so
many people are in the food industry. I went
to culinary school and worked as a chef for
about three years and quickly realized that
that lifestyle can be very taxing. I have an
English degree, so I thought I would learn
how to merge my literary background and
my love for writing with my food background. I went from working in kitchens
to being the editor at Art Culinaire Magazine, a magazine geared primarily towards
professional chefs, and from there I wrote a
cookbook profiling staff meals of restaurants
around the world. When I left Art Culinaire,
I became a freelance food journalist and

Photos: (left) Kristin Teig, (others) Jody Eddy
Jody Eddy’s North: The New Nordic Cuisine of Iceland profiles producers of traditional Icelandic foods.

cookbook author. I think the best thing about
working in the food world for me is that my
career has so much flexibility and there are
so many different options.
SG: I’m always so impressed with what
you’ve managed to achieve. One of the really interesting things about you is that I believe you have some percentage of Norwegian heritage in you, am I correct?
JE: I do! I am actually a quarter Norwegian,
and being from Minnesota I grew up eating
a lot of Scandinavian dishes that I still count
as some of my favorites.
SG: How did you get the idea to write a cookbook that focuses on the foods of Iceland?
JE: I went to Iceland for the very first time
at the worst time that I possibly could; two
weeks after the country’s economic collapse.
I was there with Art Culinaire profiling seven Icelandic chefs. It was a really dismal
time—restaurants were closing everywhere,
and Icelandic people weren’t really appreciating their own food products and traditions at that point. Actually there was only
one restaurant that was still open, called Dill,
which happened to be the restaurant of the
chef that I ended
up working with on
my book, Gunnar
Gíslason.
Gunnar
had just opened his
restaurant where he
focused on Icelandic
ingredients, but he
had lost his investors
as a result of the bad
economic times.
I was so inspired by what Gunnar was doing; he
really powered on
even though everything was shutting down around
him. He couldn’t
even afford his own
staff and basically
worked 24/7 with
his business partner
to keep his restaurant afloat. His food
producers believed
in him so much and
in the work he was
doing that they gave
him free product,
some up to a year,

just knowing that eventually he’d pay them
back. His dedication to preserving the food
traditions of his country, when sometimes he
was the only chef serving those ingredients,
was so inspiring to me.
I continued to return to Iceland after
that—I’ve actually been there 50 times (yes,
five zero!)—and every time I go it has been
really incredible to see the producers that we
started working with years ago thriving now,
the same ones who were struggling so much
in the beginning. Most of them can’t keep
up with business. Much of this is because of
Gunnar and his promotion of Icelandic food.
What he was doing was really reminding
them of how incredible their own traditions
and food products are. So many chefs are
now following suit as a result.
SG: I’m curious to know; what was your experience like tasting Icelandic food for the
first time?
JE: Well, there are preserved products that
everyone brings up, like rotten shark, which
is called hakarl, smoked puffin, and sheep
testicles. To me what they represent is the
perseverance and the resilience of the Icelandic people, because they had to create
these foods to survive. But I think there is a
real misunderstanding of what true Icelandic
food is and what people eat every day. You
don’t find pesticides and hormones in Iceland. They don’t have Monsanto. Everything
is free range, their waters and environment
are pristine, and they use geothermal greenhouses to grow all their vegetables.
Going out into the Icelandic countryside
with Gunnar is so amazing. He doesn’t forage to be trendy, he just always forages. So
the entire landscape becomes a salad; it’s
fantastic. It’s a very pure, clean food. I think
what Gunnar is doing is making food very
flavorful. He uses true pickling and preservation techniques that not only make it incredibly flavorful but is very healthy as well.
SG: Tell us more about this fermented shark
that everyone talks about. Can you tell us a
little bit about it and the process of making
this dish?
JE: Sure. The funny thing is, Gunnar will not
eat fermented shark. We visited our shark
producer three times, and I was always the
only one who had to eat it, because he simply
refuses to eat it!
You can find it in every grocery store.
It’s cut up in little cubes but people eat
it more as a connection to the past, as opposed to for their own enjoyment. It’s such

a weird process. Shark is the only animal
that doesn’t urinate, so what they do is they
bury the shark in the ground, then press it
down with weights to try to get as much uric
acid out of their bodies as they can. Once it’s
compressed and has been in the ground for
six months, they cut them up into chunks and
hang it to dry by the ocean for another several months. It’s one of the oldest traditions
in Iceland. As much as I want to say “oh, it’s
not so bad!” I have to admit it smells like a
cat litter box with a taste like a strong Stilton
cheese.
The shark producer we visited is in his
80s, and he swears by shark oil and he eats
a shark sandwich every day. His skin is like
that of a 50-year-old man. So I have to think,
“can I argue with him when he looks 50 at
the age of 80?” [laughing] but I’m still not
going to follow suit.
SG: Given all your experience with Icelandic
cuisine, what is one dish you would recommend people try if they visit Iceland?
JE: Certainly maybe ingredient wise I would
recommend skyr; you might have something similar in Norway. It’s a thick, creamy
yogurt-like product that tastes somewhere
between Greek yogurt and crème fraîche.
Icelanders consume more dairy product
than any other population on earth. Any of
the dairy products you find on Iceland, like
the butter, the skyr, and the cheeses, I would
highly recommend trying. There was hardly
any cheese production in Iceland when I
first started going there, and now there are
all these fabulous artisan cheeses that are
incredible. Icelandic lamb is amazing and is
always free range. Arctic Char is really fantastic—again, from pristine waters.

See > iceland, page T10
Sunny Gandara has over 15
years experience in marketing and PR, both in the music and beverage industry. In
2008 she founded her own
company, Fork and Glass,
a food and wine event and
consulting company, located
in the Hudson Valley of New York. She now focuses on education, giving seminars and classes
to private and corporate groups. Sunny, a native of Norway, is a professionally trained cook
and holds a diploma in Wines & Spirits from the
WSET. You can find her on Facebook (forkandglass) or on her blog, arcticgrub.com.
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Nordic cookbooks entice and inspire
Nordic Light: Lighter, Everyday Eating
from A Scandinavian Kitchen

Daytona Strong

Taste of Norway Editor
Despite having grown up eating my grandmothers’ Scandinavian cooking, I found myself starting from scratch when I decided to add a Nordic touch to my own kitchen some years
ago. Back then, few Scandinavian cookbooks were readily available at the bookstore, and a
search at the library yielded books that were as much a time capsule as a cookbook. That’s
changed in recent years, with some wonderful Scandinavian and Nordic cookbooks being
released, from Magnus Nilsson’s The Nordic Cookbook to Darra Goldstein’s Fire and Ice:
Classic Nordic Cooking. This year is no exception, with a number of new releases highlighting the foods and ingredients of the north. Here are just a few:

The Nordic Kitchen: One year of family cooking
Claus Meyer is one of the most influential figures in the world of Nordic cuisine.
The cofounder of Noma and one of the authors of “Manifesto for the New Nordic Cuisine,” this year Meyer opened up restaurants
in New York and also published his cookbook, The Nordic Kitchen: One year of family cooking (Mitchell Beazley, May 2016).
“The cookbook is structured as a year of
family cooking, so it’s much about cooking
with what’s available in nature right this very
moment,” Claus said. “Some of the dishes
are traditional dishes that me and my family

have given a modern spin and revived with
new ingredients and wild elements—with an
American context in mind. Others are more
‘New Nordic’ but some even take inspiration from Asian dishes that we love to eat in
our family, yet using ingredients within the
realm of what North America provides and
with a Nordic flavor palette in mind.”
His favorite recipes in the book include
the fish cakes with quick tartar sauce, baked
apples with beer ice cream, and braised pork
knuckle with spicy sugar-browned cabbage.

On the heels of The New Nordic, Stockholm-based photographer and cookbook author Simon Bajada has just published Nordic Light: Lighter, everyday eating from a
Scandinavian kitchen (Hardie Grant Books,
August 2, 2016). Bajada, who grew up in
Australia, was introduced to Scandinavian
food when he cooked in a Swedish restaurant years ago. Bajada gives a playful touch
to his recipes, incorporating the ingredients
and ideas behind Nordic cooking into dishes
that are inspired and fresh.
“The main difference with Nordic Light

is that in developing the recipes I referenced
raw, dairy free, and vegetarian cooking
to make the recipes lighter,” he said. “It’s
strictly none of these but ahead of writing
the book I believed that Nordic preparations inherently complimented these styles
of cooking. Another difference is that in The
New Nordic, I restricted the recipes to using
only produce from Northern Europe; on this
occasion I let that go slightly.”
Some of his favorite recipes in the book
are the rye crepes, smoked chicken with buttermilk, and oat milk parfait set with tofu.

Smoked Salmon with Pearl Barley,
Walnuts & Apples

Reprinted with permission from The Nordic Kitchen
¾ cup pearl barley (uncooked)
1 ¼ cups water
sea salt flakes and freshly ground
pepper
1 tbsp. standard canola oil
finely grated zest and juice of ½
organic lemon

1 tsp. acacia honey
2 celery stalks
1 oz fresh baby spinach
1 ½ tbsps. walnuts, coarsely chopped
5 ¾ oz thinly sliced smoked salmon
(or sea trout)

Rinse the pearl barley well in cold water. Put it in a saucepan, add the 1 ¼ cups of water
and a little salt, and bring to a boil. Simmer with the lid on for about 20 minutes. Take the pan
off the heat and let the barley stand, covered, for 5 to 10 minutes.
When the barley is done—tender but still al dente—season to taste with salt and pepper.
Whisk the oil, lemon zest and juice, honey, salt, and pepper together in a bowl to make a
dressing and let stand for 5 to 10 minutes to allow the flavors to develop.
Rinse the celery and spinach. Slice the celery very finely and mix with the spinach in
a large bowl, along with the cooked pearl barley and the walnuts. Mix the dressing into the
salad and serve it with thin slices of smoked salmon (or sea trout) and some good bread.
Photo: Anders Schønnemann
The Nordic Kitchen by Claus Meyer; Mitchell Beazley

Photo courtesy of
Hardie Grant Books

Venison, Pickled Chanterelles &
Mustard Rye Crumble
Reprinted with permission from Nordic Light
3 ½ oz chanterelles, cleaned, larger
mushrooms torn in half
10 ½ oz small new potatoes
½ oz salted butter
3 tarragon sprigs, leaves picked, plus
extra to garnish
14 oz venison fillet
1 tbsp. rapeseed oil
rosehip ketchup to serve
Light Pickling Solution
10 fl oz apple-cider vinegar

5 ½ oz superfine sugar
1 tsp. salt
3 dried juniper berries
2 allspice berries
2 bay leaves
Mustard Rye Crumble
1 cup rye flakes
2 tbsps. rapeseed oil
1 tsp. dijon mustard
1 tsp. honey

For the pickling solution, put all the ingredients in a saucepan along with 7 fl oz of cold
water. Bring to a boil then reduce the heat and simmer gently, stirring, for 2 minutes, until all
the sugar has dissolved. Remove from the heat and set aside to cool.
Place the chanterelles in a non-reactive bowl and pour over the cooled pickling liquid.
Leave for at least 30 minutes, preferably overnight.
When ready to cook, add the potatoes to a saucepan of boiling water and cook them until
they are tender and easily pierced with the point of a knife. Drain, add the butter and tarragon,
and toss together. Keep warm with the lid on.
Preheat the oven to 350°F. Line a baking tray with baking paper.
To make the mustard rye crumble, combine all the ingredients in a bowl. Arrange spoonfuls of the mixture on the prepared baking tray and bake for 5–8 minutes, until golden brown.
Remove from the oven and leave to cool and crisp up.
Season the venison fillet well with sea salt and freshly ground black pepper. Heat the oil
in an ovenproof frying pan or cast-iron grill pan over a high heat, add the venison and fry for
30 seconds on each side to seal the meat. Transfer to the oven to cook through. How long it
needs will depend on the thickness of the meat and how well it was sealed in the pan; 8–10
minutes is usually enough. You want the meat to be quite rare so it should just spring back
when you press it. Remove from the oven and place on a board. Cover with foil and leave to
rest in a warm place for 10 minutes.
To serve, cut the rested venison fillet into very thin slices and divide between serving
plates. Top with the mustard rye crumble, pickled mushrooms, and tarragon sprigs and serve
with the potatoes and rosehip ketchup. Serves 2 with leftovers.
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ScandiKitchen: Fika & Hygge—Comforting cakes and bakes from Scandinavia with love
Suksesskake (Success Cake)
Reprinted with permission from ScandiKitchen: Fika & Hygge
2 cups whole almonds
1 1/3 cups icing or
confectioners’ sugar
5 egg whites
a pinch of salt
Topping
5 egg yolks
1/3 cup plus 1 tbsp.
whipping cream

With a name evoking two of
the coziest Scandinavian words I
know, ScandiKitchen: Fika and Hygge—Comforting cakes and bakes
from Scandinavia with love (Ryland
Peters & Small, September 2016)—
the second release from Brontë
Aurell of the London-based Scandi
Kitchen is bound to inspire readers
to spend hours in their kitchen. Inviting photography, along with delicious-looking recipes sure to please
both traditional and modern palates,
make this a book a staple in any
Scandinavian baker’s kitchen, and
a great gift. You’ll find Christmas
cookies, Norwegian apple cake,
gingerbread layer cake with lingonberries, mazarin tart with plums
and black pepper, a traditional success cake, among dozens of other
recipes.

Photo: Photography by Peter Cassidy
Scandi Kitchen: Fika and Hygge by Bronte Aurell
Ryland Peters & Small, $21.95; www.rylandpeters.com.

½ cup granulated sugar
1 ¼ sticks butter, cut into
small pieces, at room
temperature
milk or semisweet chocolate
curls, to decorate
2 x 8-inch round cake pans,
greased and lined with
baking parchment

Suksess means success, so this cake really does talk itself up a bit and
sets expectations high! It does not disappoint.
Preheat the oven to 325°F.
Roughly grind the almonds in a food processor, leaving a few chunkier pieces in there. Combine the ground almonds with the confectioners’
sugar and set aside.
In a stand mixer (or using a hand-held whisk), beat the egg whites
with a pinch of salt until lightly stiff. Add the ground almond mixture and
gently fold in until incorporated.
Pour the mixture into the prepared pans and bake in the preheated
oven for around 35–40 minutes or until light brown and a skewer inserted
into the middle comes out clean. Turn out carefully onto a wire rack and
leave to cool completely.
Meanwhile, make the topping. Put the egg yolks, whipping cream,
and granulated sugar into a saucepan over a low heat. Bring just to a boil,
whisking constantly—as soon as you see the first bubble, quickly take the
pan off the heat. To check the mixture is thick enough, dip a spoon in it, then
run your finger through the back of the spoon; if the line stays, it’s ready.
Leave the mixture to cool to room temperature. Then slowly beat in
the room-temperature butter using a hand-held electric whisk, a little at a
time, until you have a nice thick, glossy topping.
Spread 2/3 of the topping mixture onto the first almond base, add the
top layer of almond cake, and spread the remaining topping on the top.
Decorate with chocolate curls and serve chilled and sliced. Serves 8.

GET MORE OUT OF LIFE
With life insurance that goes the distance

Life insurance isn’t just about protecting your family after
you’re gone. It’s about helping you live the way you want, retire the
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Thrivent Financial representative or visit Thrivent.com/readyornot
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Preparing a feast the Medieval way

Tap into your inner Viking with these campfire-ready recipes and cooking methods
Nevada Berg

Rollag, Norway
Edged against the great river, a short distance from the main road and yet well hidden, lies the Medieval Forest in Rollag, Norway, an area dedicated to the preservation of
history, culture, and traditional skills.
It is here that I met up with Kjell and
Maj-Lis Mogen for a glimpse inside the eating habits of the Vikings. The husband and
wife team are passionate about their country’s history and the area of Numedal.
Every year during July, local municipalities put on a week-long festival featuring local music, courses based on traditional craft
techniques documented from the discovery
of the Oseberg Ship, and other Viking Age
festivities. Courses include making Viking
clothes with table looms and plant dyes; knife
making, including forging blades and making sheaths; blacksmithing; bronze casting;
weaving birch root baskets; building wooden
structures with the notching technique; and
archery. A large market day is held at the end
with games, food, local products, dance, and
song. The week’s festivities, held in stave
churches and historical buildings, create an
atmosphere true to Norway’s history for all
ages and interests.Visitors can even ride in a
copy of a Viking ship from AD 850.
The Numedal valley is a glimpse into
life during the Middle Ages. Today, Numedal
has named itself the Medieval Valley of Norway (Middelalderdalen). They can safely
make such a proclamation because within
the valley lies the largest collection of houses
and buildings older than AD 1537. In Rollag, Nore, and Uvdal municipalities, there
are between 50 and 60 buildings, including
four stave churches, dating to the 1100s. The
existence of so many medieval buildings still
intact may be due, in part, to the wealth local people gained from the extraction of iron.
They could then afford high quality materials
and craftsmen to build enduring structures.
The valley has also acted as a crossroads
for trading between the east and west for as far
back as one can imagine. Knowledge, culture,
religious beliefs, and other outside influences
came through this area because of this important pathway. It also offered locals a way to
barter for what they could not produce.
To better understand life during those
times, Kjell, Maj-Lis, and I made a small,
traditional feast of plankefisk (plank fish) and
rugbrød (rye bread with barley grains). Kjell
also showed me a fun way to cook eggs over
an open fire.
To begin, Kjell cut into each of the wood
planks, making four distinct small holes
where the fish would be secured. He cleaned
the fish and cut it in half. Using herbs and
shallots known to be used by the Vikings, he
generously covered the fish and added salt,
and some lemon for taste—although this addition may or may not be quite as authentic.
He turned the fish fillets over onto each
plank, skin side up, and fastened them with
wooden pegs he whittled for the purpose. Secured in place, he took each plank and placed
it upright next to the open flames of the fire
pit. For one hour they slowly cooked. Juices
dripping down; skin crisping. The aroma
from the smoke and trout captivated us, making it hard not to fall into a trance staring into
the glowing flames surrounded by a wild and

green nature. Slow cooking means patience
and, luckily, we were able to divert our attention to attend to the baking of the bread.
Kjell built the oven, as they would have
done, by arranging large stones to form a bottom and top layer. A wood fire is started in
the bottom and the front of the oven is sealed
with more large stones to trap heat inside.
With the front stones removed, Kjell carefully
set four rolls inside and placed the stones back
over the opening. The oven is primitive and
reminded me that there was a time before all
of our kitchen gadgets and technology. A time
when our hands not only created the meal, but
also the tools with which we cooked the meal.
There’s a certain pride that comes from being
a part of the entire process.
The trout was perfectly cooked, the bread
was dense and soft, and the eggs had smokiness, which was surprisingly delightful. We
feasted under the vast sky, surrounded by the
green forest and entranced by the sound of the
river. It was a perfect way to step back in time
and connect with Norway’s history.
To feast like a Viking, here are recipes from our
meal that you can prepare at home. You can
also experience the food and lifestyle of the
Vikings firsthand by joining in the Medieval
Festivities in Numedal, Norway, from July 24
to 29, 2017. Courses are held throughout the
year. For further information regarding the
festival, riding in the Viking ship, and/or visiting the Medieval Park in Numedal at any time
of the year, send an email to kjell@mogen.no
or visit www.middelalderverkstedet.no.
Nevada Berg is a writer,
photographer, and recipe
developer living in Rollag,
Norway, in the Numedal
Valley. She shares the stories, traditions, and history
behind Norwegian food,
as well as inspiring dishes
from local and seasonal ingredients, at www.
northwildkitchen.com.

Plankefisk
1 whole, fresh trout
2 shallots, sliced finely
1 bunch thyme

1 bunch ground elder / bishops weed
leaves (skvallerkål)
1 lemon
salt

Prepare two planks of wood for the fish, with a 2 to 3 cm thickness. Each plank should
be at least 20 x 50 cm, depending on the size of the fish. Cut four small holes in the planks,
where the wooden pegs will hold the fish. These should be measured to the fish (two at the
top of the fish, two toward the bottom).
Prepare 8 wooden pegs by removing the bark from wooden branches and whittling them
down. The middle of each peg should be slightly thinner than the thickness of a little finger.
These need to fit inside the holes in the wooden planks.
Remove the head and insides of the fish, and clean and rinse. Slice the fish in half,
lengthways, to get two filets, leaving the skin on.
Dice the shallots and herbs and cut the lemon into small slices. Cover the flesh side of
each fish with them. Sprinkle with salt.
Carefully flip over one of the filets onto a wood plank, flesh side down, and attach the
fish to the plank with 4 of the wooden pegs, hammering them in with the back of the knife if
necessary. Do the same with the other fish and other plank.
Once fastened, place the planks upright next to the fire. You can use large stones to keep
them upright. After about 30 minutes, turn the planks top to bottom for even cooking. The
fish is finished when it is soft and the flesh has brightened, around 1 hour total cooking time.

Photos: Nevada Berg
Top: Use a plank to fire-cook fish just like your Viking ancestors did.
Above: Here all the elements of this Medieval feast are shown—bread, trout, an egg cooked over the
campfire, and nature, the perfect element in which to eat.
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Snaps Visa
Aquavit, Cocktails, and Nordic
Snaps Culture by Lexi of the
Old Ballard Liquor Co.
Snapas: tapas for aquavit

Photo: Nevada Berg
The primitive stone oven is a good reminder of what life was like before modern kitchens.

Rugbrød
(Rye Bread with Smoked Barley)
Taken from An Early Meal Cookbook
Starter dough:
1 pinch fresh yeast (about the size of
a pea)
1 ¼ cups water (86 °F)
1 ¼ cups rye flour
Scalding:
¾ cup smoked barley malt, crushed
(normal barley malt if you can’t get

smoked)
1 ¾ cups water (150 °F)
Dough:
1 ¾ cups whey (86 °F) (or water if
you cannot get whey)
2 ½ cups rye flour
approx. 5 cups wheat flour
1 tbsp. salt (optional)

Starter dough: Dissolve the yeast in water and mix in the flour. The consistency should
be like loose porridge. Let it ferment overnight (8 to 10 hours) at room temperature covered
by a linen cloth. When you notice a lot of bubbles on the surface, the starter is ready to use.
Scalding: Let the barley malt steep in heated water. Keep the temperature at 140-158 °F
for about half an hour in order to convert most of the starch to sugar. After about half an hour,
raise the temperature to 212 °F and let the mixture of malt and sweet liquid boil until the grains
are soft and porridgy. Let it rest overnight at room temperature, covered by a linen cloth.
The dough: Mix the starter, scalded barley, whey, rye flour, and salt if you choose to
use it. Add the wheat flour little by little in order to achieve the right texture. Work the dough
thoroughly by hand, around 10 minutes. Leave it to rise for 3 to 4 hours at room temperature,
covered by a damp linen cloth. When it has doubled in size, it should be finished. If using
a modern oven, heat it to 437° F and leave a baking stone or metal baking tray in the oven
so it will also be heated. Otherwise, try to get the same temperature in a stone oven, making
sure to heat it properly before baking. Divide the dough into 24 pieces, and roll them out into
small buns. Roll the buns in some flour. Let them rise for 40 minutes, covered. Cut a cross on
the top of the buns with a sharp knife. Put them into the oven, on the hot stone or hot baking
tray. Bake until they turn a nice brownish color, 40 minutes. Wrap the baked buns in a linen
cloth, and they should keep a few days.

As Scandinavian countries have prospered and families have found themselves
with an abundance of disposable income like
never before, the influence of warm-climate
foods are finding their way back from vacations and into Nordic daily cuisine. Sunny
European destinations like Spain, Portugal,
Majorca, and the Canary Islands are popular
winter escapes for vitamin B starved Scandinavians, and the experience of the food
culture and flavors can clearly be seen in
contemporary Norwegian cuisine. Classic
Spanish dishes like bacalao are now so common in Norway that Lysholm made a special
bacalao pairing aquavit.
Of all the foreign-influenced dishes,
none is a better snapshot of Scandinavian

prosperity and adaptation than “snapas.” An
amalgamation of the words “snaps” (aquavit) and “tapas” (Spanish drinking snacks),
snapas takes the idea of drinking food and elevates it to an art that is both tasty and beautiful as only Nordic philosophy can.
Let’s start with the idea that aquavit has
been a savory food-pairing liquor for many
decades. In Norway, Sweden, and Denmark,
aquavit usually shows up at festive tables, to
be taken with food, and flavors and styles are
chosen carefully to pair up with the dishes and
seasons that are represented. Lighter, fruity
snaps are paired with spring and summer
meals, while heavy, robust flavors marry well

See > snapas, page T10

Juniper Game Sausage with
Lingonberry Crème Fraîche
Sausage:
½ cup chopped game meat (duck,
venison, or even lamb)
¼ cup rendered duck fat
1 tsp. finely chopped or ground
juniper berries
1 tsp. finely chopped or ground
coriander
2 tsps. ground white pepper
4 tsps. sea salt

Other:
½ cup crème fraîche (or substitute
sour cream)
3 tbsps. raw, unsugared lingonberries
(or substitute lingonberry jam)
Finn Crisp or Wasa bread
snaps glasses
aquavit

Chop or process all sausage ingredients to a fine crumble or paste. Roll the sausages into
tiny balls and pan fry in oil until golden.
Fill a snaps glass with ¼ to ½ oz. shot of aquavit
On top of a piece of cracker, put a dollop of crème fraîche and sprinkle a few raw, unsugared lingonberries on top. (If using jam, gently stir the jam and crème fraîche together—
swirls look better than solid pink.)
Place the sausage ball onto the cream, and place the cracker on top of the glass. Serve
quickly, before the crackers get soggy.
Skål!

Campfire Eggs
Gently poke a small hole into each end of an egg with a sharp knife. Take a whittled
stick, sharpened at the end, and put it through the holes in the egg. Cook over the fire until
set, like you would a marshmallow, being careful to keep the egg horizontal. The shell must
be quite strong in order to do this, otherwise the yolk and egg white will run out.

Newspaper ads never go out
of style. Place yours today!
Call 206-784-4617 or email ads@na-weekly.com
to request a personalized advertising proposal
Presentation is an important part of the snapas experience.

Photo courtesy of Old Ballard
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King of the sea

King Oscar’s little Norwegian fishes have
been royally endorsed for 114 years

Photos courtesy of King Oscar
Before and after: King Oscar’s various tinned
products are sustainably fished in the fjords of
Norway and adjacent North Sea.

From page T4

day. (In 1998, Granrud’s Lefse was named
“Official Lefse of Høstfest” held in Minot,
North Dakota, in October.)
Beverly King grew up third-generation
Norwegian in northern Minnesota. Now she
makes lefse and sells it through her business,
King’s Norsk Products, and during events
like Estes Park’s annual Scandinavian Midsummer Festival. She turns out 250 pounds
or more each week. And now, her grandson
works with her full-time in the industrial
kitchen—complete with automated rolling
pins—adjoining her home in Wheat Ridge,
Colorado.
No one yet is making ceramic lefse
plaques to hang on the wall or lefse Frisbees,
but Norsland Lefse makes “Uffda Chips”
from real lefse, available with cinnamon
sugar or seasoned salt.

As well as being sold at state fairs
throughout the Midwest, there are lefse festivals, such as the Barnesville, Minnesota, Potato Days Festival, which hosts the National
Lefse Cook-off in late August. Lefse Dagen
Festival takes place in Starbuck, Minn.,
where the town’s record for the World’s
Largest Lefse was set in 1983 by residents
who baked a 9-foot 8-inch, 70-pound piece
to mark the town’s centennial. A 12-foot roller was used to make the round, which was
cooked on a 10 by 10 foot steel grill.
But big or small, for Norwegian-Americans of several generations, even if it’s
cooked on an old iron frying pan (quite doable) lefse grows in stature as the decades
and centuries dwindle away, proving that the
most humble link to one’s roots is also the
most enduring.

< iceland
From page T5

Gordon Wright
Sausalito, Calif.

King Oscar II is known as the founder
of modern Norway—a math whiz and naval
officer, renowned for his reserved nature, his
intellectual rigor, and his sympathetic treatment of the Norwegian people. An international diplomat, he mediated in many global
conflicts, including those in South Africa and
Venezuela, and he was a great patron of both
the arts and of Arctic exploration.
But just as important, from a sardine history standpoint, was King Oscar’s approval
of a novel idea: in 1902 he allowed the Chr.
Bjelland family “Special Royal Permission”
to create a sardine brand in his likeness.
That’s right: 83 years before Nike created the Air Jordan line of shoes, Norway
had its own celebrity product endorsement.
Since 1902, not much has changed
in the production of King Oscar sardines.
They’re still caught in the ice-cold fjords off
the Norwegian coast and the North Sea by
generations of local fishermen in small boats
using a purse seine net. Still lightly smoked
over oak. Still hand-packed, each and every
one of them.
Of course, some things have changed
with the little fish. Though still based in Bergen, the King Oscar brand is now part of a
multinational fishing concern, and the flavors available have grown considerably, to
include sardines packed in a variety of sauces, like Cracked Pepper or Mediterranean
sauce. The company also cans anchovies,
Skinless & Boneless sardines, and recently
introduced canned mackerel to the United
States.
King Oscar uses only Brisling sardines
(though their Skinless & Boneless sardines
are a different fish entirely). Brisling sardines are found only in the fjords of the
western Norwegian coast, and—depending
on the time of year—in the adjacent North

< lefse

Sea. Brisling sardines are the smallest, hardest to find, and highest-quality of the dozens
of fish species that, once packed into a can,
can be called sardines. King Oscar can pack
up to 38 individual fish into the standardsized sardine tin.
The company also touts a new “Wild
Caught” banner on its label, which actually
isn’t new after all, according to King Oscar
USA president John Engle: “All King Oscar
Brisling sardines are wild caught, but despite the new labeling, that’s always been the
case. We’ve been ‘wild caught’ since 1902,
but people are just now catching on to the
importance of that distinction.”
Wild-caught fish are appealing because
of concerns over farmed fish stock like tilapia and salmon, but with ocean fisheries at
increasing risk due to overfishing, a sustainable fishery is as important as is farmed vs.
wild caught.
In this regard, Norwegian sardines are
among the best choices available. Brisling
sardines, being so low on the food chain, are
relentlessly sustainable, and the company
comports to no fewer than six separate monitoring bodies—from the United Nations to
the Norwegian Marine Stewardship Council—to ensure the sustainable nature of the
fishery and the lives of the company’s fishing
families.
The increasing savviness of American
consumers actually helps the 114-year-old
brand, according to Engle: “We’re nonGMO (genetically modified organism), and
gluten-free to boot,” he noted. “But that really isn’t by design—it’s just the way things
have been since King Oscar’s day.”
That heritage goes back to the original
celebrity endorser himself: the liberator of
Norway and the face of the brand in perpetuity, King Oscar himself.

SG: What, in your experience, is the biggest
difference between Nordic and North American cuisine?
JE: When I eat anything in Iceland that is Icelandic, I don’t have to worry that it is GMO,
or full of hormones and pesticides. I know
it’s pristine, and I know that it was watered
by geothermal or glacial water. I know that
the electricity used in the greenhouses are geo
electric. Honestly, I am not sure if it’s psychological or not, but whenever I am in Iceland
I feel cleaner, more energetic. I feel brighter
and I think a lot of it is attributed not just to
the food but to the bathing culture. It’s not just
something they do as a touristy thing or once
in a while, but a lot of people do this every
single week. Just drinking the water there,
you are actually drinking glacier water.
To illustrate; Gunnar ruined water for
me in the United States. When we were in
Asheville, N.C., and we were drinking water, he said “isn’t it horrible that you can
taste that chlorine that the water was treated
with?” And I tasted again and went “yes, I
can taste it!”

SG: You have a little bit of experience with
Norwegian food. Can you see a similarity
between Norwegian and Icelandic cuisine?
JE: I think the connection between having
pristine products and knowing more about the
origins of food and where it comes from. Because in America we never truly know where
our food comes from. In Norway and Iceland, it’s easier to trace, which is reassuring.
The preservation tradition as well, perhaps
while you are not preserving the same things,
the practice and mentality of preservation is
important, and I see parallels there for sure.
And the brightness of the food, which I think
comes from the vinegars and fermentation
they use; I see a similarity there too.
Jody Eddy is currently at work on several
books, including a second cookbook with
Gunnar Gíslason. She is also the organizer
of the “Roots” conference at the Chef’s Garden in Ohio this month. You can follow along
with her projects at jodyeddy.com, and you
can read more about Dill in Iceland online
at dillrestaurant.is/en.

< snapas

From page T9

with the richness of winter foods. It’s no wonder that when exposed to the Spanish practice
of serving tapas with wine at bars, the idea of
doing the same with aquavit was obvious.
Scandinavian snapas tend to be complicated, elegant bites served on top of a fractional shot of aquavit. The idea is to eat the
bite and shoot the liquor simultaneously, so
that the eater experiences the combination
of flavors simultaneously. The snapas bites
are typically carefully presented as miniature
works of art and intended to be a curated sensory experience (another hallmark of contemporary Scandinavian culture) instead of
an exercise in drinking to excess.
The concept of snapas is fairly new—
even to Scandinavians—and it’s rare to find
these bites in restaurants yet. It’s more common to see this presentation on cruise ships
and fancy catered buffets, cooking shows, or
even food blogs and columns in newspapers.
As a vehicle for enjoying aquavit, the experience of snapas is unparalleled and is catch-

ing on quickly.
To make your own snapas at home, there
are a number of aquavits that have food pairing recommendations on the labels or websites. Starting from the best pairing for that
particular aquavit, build your bite in a stack,
using condiments and garnishes carefully.
On page 19 is a recipe for an elegant and
easy bite that pairs well with heavy, woodaged, caraway-forward Norwegian aquavits.
Lexi is the owner and founder of the Old Ballard Liquor Co. in Seattle, which produces
more varieties of aquavit than any distillery in
the U.S. After growing up with the Scandinavian-American farming culture of the Skagit
Valley and a three-year residency in Sweden,
she settled back into Seattle life where she
now operates the Old Ballard distillery and
a Nordic café and fine dining Scandinavian
restaurant called Tumble Swede, and travels
the U.S. teaching classes on contemporary
Scandinavian food and drink.
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Say skål to summer Eat like your ancestors
The Nordic Diet:

Taste the sunshine in this refreshing aquavit
cocktail with strawberry, lemon, and bitters
Daytona Strong

Taste of Norway Editor
A few years ago, I walked around my
Seattle neighborhood just as spring was
about to turn into summer. The sun shone
brightly and the sky was a cloudless blue. I
noticed the verdant scent of grass as people
mowed their lawns—it was like summer had
erupted into its fullness in one single, sunny
day. I created a cocktail inspired by that day,
with Linie aquavit muddled with fresh strawberries, then balanced with a touch of lemon
juice, simple syrup, bitters, and sparkling
water. It tasted like summer in a glass—and
totally refreshing.
Though Linie was one of the first aquavits that I became acquainted with, it became
impossible to find in the Seattle area for a
time until recently. On a recent trip to the
rural Methow Valley in Eastern Washington,
my husband returned from the local grocery
store proudly carrying two bottles for me—a

gift, for sure. After all my lack of success
finding it, even in Ballard, Seattle’s historically Scandinavian neighborhood, my husband found it in a small town with a population of less than 1,000 people*.
So even though summer is on its way
out, this calls for a final skål. With its variety of warming spices like caraway, aquavit
seems like a cold-weather beverage, but one
taste of this ice-cold cocktail on a hot day
demonstrates how refreshing it can be.
*The great aquavit drought of 2016 is over
now; it was a temporary problem caused by
a change in distributors. This editor’s guess
as to why there would have been bottles
available in a small town is that there wasn’t
as much demand there and they therefore
had stock remaining.

Muddled strawberries make this cocktail as beautiful as it is refreshing.

Photo: Daytona Strong

Aquavit Cocktail with
Strawberry, Lemon, and Bitters
3 strawberries
2 oz. caraway-based aquavit such
as Linie or Old Ballard Liquor
Company’s Riktig
¾ ounce lemon juice

¾ ounce simple syrup*
3 dashes Angostura bitters
2 dashes orange bitters
Sparkling water

Muddle 2 strawberries in the bottom of a glass with the aquavit. Pour in lemon juice
and simple syrup, then add the dashes of Angostura bitters and orange bitters and stir. Fill a
tall glass with ice and strain the cocktail into it. Top with sparkling water. Garnish with the
remaining strawberry. Serves 1.
*To make simple syrup, bring 1 cup water to a boil in a small saucepan along with 1 cup
sugar, stirring constantly. Reduce heat to medium and continue to simmer, stirring frequently,
until the sugar has dissolved. Remove from heat and cool. Store in the refrigerator.

Photo: Synøve Dreyer / TINE Mediebank
When things like this are part of your “diet,” it’s not hard to stick to.

Emily Vikre

Duluth, Minn.
In a world almost as full of diets as it
is of food, more and more we’re being told
things like “don’t eat anything your greatgrandmother wouldn’t have recognized as
food,” or “eat like your ancestors.”
It’s easy to problematize these suggestions, or at least be confused by them. My
great-grandmother probably would recognize a cake, but I don’t think most people
who advocate an ancestral diet would recommend eating plenty of cake. Not to mention
that some of my ancestors probably subsisted
mainly on potatoes, or puffin, or cow’s blood.
They may not have had problems with obesity or type II diabetes on those diets, but they
had micronutrient deficiencies, parasites, and
a host of other problems that I’d rather avoid.
There isn’t any scientific evidence (thus
far) saying that we benefit from eating precisely, food for food, what our ancestors ate.
The idea behind these diets is mostly to guide
us away from heavily processed, refined, or
sugary foods—foods that weren’t available
at all prior to the industrial revolution—and
toward eating whole foods cooked at home.
This is where the Mediterranean Diet
or the Nordic Diet come in. They’re modern, varied diets, based on the traditionally
available foods of a region. They’re not so
much diets as eating patterns, which is a nice
approach. You don’t deprive yourself of any
major food groups or demonize a particular
food. You don’t completely cut out anything,
but instead focus on making the bulk of your
diet from healthier whole foods.
I imagine you’ve heard of the Mediterranean Diet, but the Nordic Diet may be news
to you. It hasn’t been popularized or studied to
the same extent, but a few studies have shown
that people who follow it, when compared to
people eating a more standard Western diet
(high in processed foods, sugar, meat, and
unhealthy fats), have seen weight loss, lower
blood pressure, and lower blood lipids.
What is the Nordic Diet? In a simple
word, delicious. It grew out of the Manifesto
for the New Nordic Cuisine. Conceived by a
group of Nordic chefs in 2004, the manifesto
called on Nordic chefs to focus on the pure,
simple ingredients particular to their region
and to reflect the changes of seasons in their
meals. The staples of the Nordic Diet are oily
fish (salmon, mackerel, herring); whole grains
(rye, oats, and barley); vegetables (especially

root vegetables like carrots, rutabagas, and
beets, and cruciferous vegetables like cabbage, cauliflower, and broccoli); and lots of
berries and orchard fruits. The diet also includes wild meats (think reindeer!) and grassfed meats, especially using the whole animal;
some dairy, particularly in fermented formats
like kefir and yogurt; and wild-foraged foods
like herbs, onions, berries, and mushrooms.
Sounds pretty good, right? I like to think
of the Nordic Diet as similar to the Mediterranean Diet, just colder. Tomatoes and their
cancer-fighting lycopene are switched out for
cabbages and strawberries with their own cancer-fighting anthocyanins. Meals of oily fishes are swapped for, well, meals of oily fishes.
But where the Nordic Diet does one better on
the Mediterranean Diet is in its explicit focus
on seasonality and local ingredients.
So, what might some meals following a
Nordic Diet pattern look like?
For breakfast you might have oatmeal
porridge with berries or apples, or kefir with
berries, or rye crisps with cold smoked salmon and scrambled eggs and cucumbers.
For lunch you could have a slice of sourdough rye bread with a topping like shrimp,
mayonnaise, lettuce, and tomatoes; liver pâté
with pickled beets; a couple slices of hard
yellow cheese with slices of pepper and cucumber; or herring and pickles.
And for dinner you might try dishes like
poached salmon with dill-butter sauce and
roasted cauliflower; or lamb and cabbage
stew; or cod with wild mushroom cream
sauce and parsnip purée; or reindeer and root
vegetable stew.
Now if only someone would come cook
them for me!
Emily Vikre is a Norwegian-American dual citizen
who grew up in Minnesota
but spent summers at her
family’s hytte in Southern
Norway. After receiving a
PhD in Food Policy and
Applied Nutrition, Emily
and her husband Joel moved back to Duluth,
Minn., to start Vikre Distillery (vikredistillery.
com). Emily is also an enthusiastic cook, recipe
developer, and food writer and has contributed
to Lucky Peach, Food52, Cake & Whiskey
Magazine, and Minnesota Public Radio.

VISIT NORWAY
FOR UNDER $4

King Oscar® is the original premium sardine and the only tiny brisling sardine
from Norway’s pristine, icy fjords and coastal waters. Always sustainably wild-caught.
Authentically wood-smoked for mild flavor. And hand-packed for superior quality.
With Omega-3s, protein, and calcium. Get a taste of real Norway with King Oscar.
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